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!REFACE 

This essay constitutes Part II of a proposed monograph devoted to the 

exposition and justification of some of A.P. Dempster's methods of statis

tical inference. Part I of that monograph exists in draft form and is 

devoted primarily to a historical and critical account of the Bayesian 

paradigm for statistical inference. Statistical inference is not taken 

up directly in the present essay, but the ideas discussed here are directly 

relevant to a justification of Dempster 's methods, some details of which 

may be fol.llld in my essay "A Theory of Statistical Support.n 

The ideas expounded here are directly inspired by my study of 

Professor Dempster•s work, a study that began when I attended his seminar 

at Harvard in the spring of 1971. The reader will note that the quan ti

ties Bel(A),plll'(A) treated axiomatically here correspond to the quantities 

P*(A) ,plll'(A) derived by Dempster from mul tive.lued mappings. Unfortunately, 

the exact ~elationship between the present axiomatization and Dempster's 

original formulation remains somewhat obscure to me. In particular, I do 

not know how to express the condition of condensabHi ty in terms of multi

valued mappings, though the examples that most interested Dempster were 

condensable. 

The present essay does not include a discussion of the theory of 

integration on probability algebras. Using that theory, one can easily 

extend to allocations the discussion of several topics that are usually 

treated for distributions of probability. These include measures of 

location and dispersion, as well as analogues to entropy. Interestingly 
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enough, the concept of entropy, rather overworked for distributions, 

breaks into two distinct concepts for allocations. One of these is 

related to the degree of conflict present in the evidence, while the 

other is related to the precision and strength of the evidence. 

Aside from my obvious debt to Professor Dempster, I am also indebted 

to my wife Terry and my many other friends, teachers and fellow a tuden ts 

who have helped me with these ideas. These include Paul .Benacerraf, 

Thomas 1..:orwin, R•:>bert Epp, Alan Gross, Ian Hacking, Richard Hamming, 

Richard Jeffrey~ Simon Kochen, Rod Montgomer<J, Edward Nelson, Dana Scot";, 

Gary Simon, John Tukey and Paul Velleman. Peter Bloomfield, Richard 

Holley and Hale Trotter have been especially generous with their tim~. 

And Geoffrey Watson, my supervisor, has provided much needed en,:;ourage-

ment. 

I must also express my gratitude to the National Science Foundation~ 

I have been supported by cine of their graduate fellowships during the past 

three years • 
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ABSrRACr 

A function Bel: a➔f0,1]on a Boolean algebra of propositions {}_ is 

a belief function if 

I. Bel( 1&)=0, where la is the impossible proposition. 

II. Bel( Y°~ )=1, where Ya. is the sure proposition. 

III. Bel(A 1V···VA )~2 BeltA.)- ~Bel(A./\A.)+-•·•+{-1Jn+ 1Bel{A h•··AA) 
n i 1.?; l.J 1 n 

for all A
1

, ••• ,Anf (J_. 
1"J 

The adoption of Bel means the adoption, for each A£ {l, of the quantity 

Bel(A) as one •s degree of belief in the proposition A. If these degrees 

of belief corresponi t.o the degrees t.o which the evidence supports the 

various A, then the quantities pit(A)•1-Bel{A) will correspond to the degrees 

t.o which the various A are plausible in light of the evidence. 

Axioms I-III are satisfied by probability ftmctions, but they are also 

satisfied by many. functions that are not probability functions. In parti

cular, they are always satisfied by the vacuous belief function, given by 

Bel( Y~ )=1 and Bel( A }•O for all Al Ya• 
A pair (7f/, r) is a probability algebra if ?J1. is a complete Boolean 

algebra and I'- is a positive and completely additive measure wi tJ1 r ( ~)-1. 

A mapping /' from a Boolean algebra of propositions a in t.o a probability 

algebra ?J/ is called an allocation of probability if 

1 • t <.Aa>= .Apt. 
2. f <Ya.)= v;. 
3. f (AA B)= f(A) t- f (B) for all A,B f (}. 
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As it turns out, /A°f is a belief function whenever f is an allocation 

of probability, and any belief function Bel: {1➔ [o, iJ can be represented 

in the form fof for some allocation / on tJ • Intuitively, the 

elements of m are probability masses, or portions of one Is total belief, 

and f {A) is that portion of one's belief which one commits to A. Hence 

the axioms for belief functions correspond to the idea that having a 

certain degree of belief in a proposition means committing that proportion 

of one's total belief to it. 

An ru.loca tio"l 

for all L cf(J). 

f on a power set /( g) is condensable if I (nc'.):a /\r(c) 
Cc(.J 

This is equivalent to Fll"(A)=supf pit(B) IB CA; B is finite} 

for all Ac~ • Condensabili ty can be defended as a natural condition for 

belief functions that are derived from empirical evidence, and it plays an 

important role in the abstract theory. 

A belief function Bel on a subalgebra (} of a Boolean algebra {1 
0 0 

naturally induces a belief function Bel on Q. And belief functions on 

independent subalgebras of (}_ can be combined by a natural rule to produce 

a belief function on (}_ • Study of this rule leads one to distinguish 

between orthogonality and cognitive independence for two independent sub

algebras CQ.
1 

and (}. 
2 

with respect to a belief function Bel. Orthogonality 

means that Bel(A A B)=Bel(A)Bel{B) whenever A£ {P 1 and B £ (}
2

, while cogni

tive independence means that ~(A/I B) ... pil-(A)pit(B) whenever At 0
1 

and B£ {P 
2

• 

Dempster•s rules of conditioning and combination are techniques for 

modifying a belief function Bel: (1 ➔[0,1]on the basis of new evidence or 

opinion. The rule of conditioning tells how to modify Bel when one learns 

that a given proposition A~(}_ is true. The rule of combination tells how 
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to combine :Bal with a new belief function Bel 1 : {l ➔[O, 1] so that the resulting 

belief function corresponds to the total evidence--the evidence that would 

be obtained by pooling the evidence underlying Bel with that underlying 

Bel•. Both of these rules are most applicable and most easily expressed in 

the condensable case. 
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CHAPTER 1 • DEGREES OF BELIEF 

This chapter adduces and defends a set of rules governing degrees 

of belief for propositions in a Boolean algebra tl . 

Intuitively, a Boolean algebra of propositions (1 is simply a col

lection of propositions which includes the impossible proposition J.., the 

sure proposition Y, the negation A of any of its elements A, and the 

conjunction A11B and the disjunction AvB of any pair A,B of its elements. 

One writes A~B to indicate that A implies B, and one assumes that A=B 

whenever both MB and B~A. I will assume that the reader is familiar with 

the mathematical structure of Boolean algebras and with the rules governing 

the symbols ~,JL, Y, .. ,-, A, and v·. If he is not h~ may wish to consult 

Chapter 3 below, or he may wish to rely on a simple analogy with the sym

bols c ,P, ✓J , ~ , _., n and U , ae . they appl~ to · subsets of a._· set J. . (AcB 

means .that -A is.contained i11 B, ¢_ denqte"i:,·the empty set,A--B i~ the , i : ·. , 

set of points of A that are not in B, 'A=J,,,,A, A OB denotes the intersection 

of the subsets A and B, and AV B denotes the union of the subsets A and B.) 

1 • Axioms f2!. Degrees £!_ Belief 

In Part I of this essay, I discussed at length reasons why the axiom 

of additivity is not always appropriate as a rule for degrees of belief, 

and I concluded in particular, that it is not appropriate for the problem 

of statistical support. Nonetheless, I find that I cannot ignore the 

tremendous intuitive attraction of the classical theory of epistemic pro

bability, and I can unde1:'Stand why many people find this attraction more 
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weighty than any abstract argument. This attraction appears to stem from 

an intuitive understanding we have of probabilities, which, though it is 

seldom made entirely explicit, gives many of the rules that the subjective 

probabilist associates with degrees of belief a compelling, almost self

evident quality. We have an intuitive picture of probabilities, and it 

is that picture, rather than the formal rule of additivity, that we find 

hardest to give up. 

The axiom of additivity is not, however, the most fundamental part 

of this intuitive picture. There are other rules that we associate with 

probabilities as degrees of belief that seem to be more fundamental, and 

correspondingly more self-evident. A good example is the rule of mono

tonicity, which states that if one ~reposition implies a second proposi

tion, toon the second proposition deserves at least as great a degree of 

belief as the first. In this eha.pter, we will discover that many of these 

more fundamental rules, as well as the intuitive picture 1.U1derlying them; 

can be preserved even though the rule of additivity is dropped. 

Le~_us take a. closer look at the rule of monotonicity, for example, 

and try to u.11derstand the intuitive picture that makes it so self-evident. 

Denoting the deg-Tee of belief in A by Bel(A), we can erpress tha t rule 

by saying that 

if Al=: Bt then Bel(A) ~Bel(B). 

Two corollaries of this rule ar e that ..A.; the impos sible proposition, 

shonld have the lowest degree of b,elief, conventionnlly zero, ,1.hile Y, 

the sure proposition, should have the highest degree of belief, conven-

t5.onally one. '.Phe l''llJ.e j_tself :Ls obviously mo:r·0 t hr: • .n a convention; it 



_,_ 
How can we make these intuitive ideas more explict? One way to bring 

them out is to examine the intuitive arguments that we might use in support 

of the rule of monotonicity. The reader is invited to consider what sort 

of intuitive argument he might offer; I find myself saying something like 

this: "If A implies B, then whenever A is true, Bis true. So whatever 

belief I associate with A's being true, I must also associate with B's 

being true; and hence the belief I associate with B will include the 

belief I associate with A. In other words, the portion of my belief 

committed to B will include the portion committed to A. And in particular, 

its measure will be greater." 

The fundamental feature of the picture revealed by this argument is 

that our belief appears in it as a measurable substance, various portions 

of which are committed to various propositions. Tl1is is natural enough 

an idealization; it m,:;:rely makes explicit the notion that the relation 

between a degree of belief and complete belief is like the relation 

between a part and a whole. A secondary aspect of the picture is a 

restriction on our freedom in committing po:rtions of this belief to 

various propositions, namely, the requirement that a portion of belief 

committed to a gi ve:n propoai tion must also be committed 'to a:n,y ':!lore :tn~ 

elusive proposition. A further restriction, of course, is that none of 

our belief may be committed to .A, while all of it must be comm..ttted to 

Y; I accordingly adop't the convention that th i: 'total m1.msure of our 

belief is eg_UP...1 'to one. 

What other :restri ct i ons a:re ru:1.:tti.rt1.l to th:i.s in:t--:dti ve picture? One 

that seem[! natur a1 enou.gh is the rec~ui.rement t:11.et a t).ve:n portion of 
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belief should not be simultaneously committed to two incompatible proposi

tions. This requirement leads to the rule of superadditivity, which states 

that the degree of belief in the disjunction of two incompatible propositions 

should be at least as great as the sum of the degrees of belief for the 

separate ·· propositions. In symbols: 

if AAB=.A., then Bel(A)+Bel(B) ~Bel(Jv .B). 

In order to justify this rule, one should note that Af.AvB and B~A'B, so 

that the belief committed to AvB must include both the belief committed to 

A and the belief committed to B. And there can be no overlap; since A and 

Bare incompatible, none of the belief committed to one of them can also 

be committed to the other. Hence the measure of the belief committed to 

A~B must be at least as great as the sum of the measures of these two 

separate portions of belief. 

N_otice that there is nothing in our intuitive picture to require that 

the inequality in the rule of superadditivity be replaced by equality . 

Equality would hold, evidently, only if all the belief committed to AvB 

were necessarily committed either to A or to B. This would be a very 

strong restriction compared with the two restrictions that \·re have just 

consider ed, - a.11.cl we will find that it is not necessary for a coherent 

theory of degrees of belief. 

This is not to say, though, that no further restrictions are 

appropriate on. our freedom to commit our j_dealized portions of belief 

to different propositions. One further res tr iction that seems unavoicl

&ble is the :requirement that any poi .•t:ton of belief that is collill!i tted to 

both cf t wo p:•opositions shoul d als o be corrL"'l.H tod to their logic e.1 con-
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junction. This may seem like a tautology, but it has a great many con-

s.equencea. 

For a start, we can use it to deduce the rule 

Bel (A)+Bel (B )-Bel (A"B) ~ Bel (A VB) 

for all pairs of propositions in the Boolean algebra for which one has 

degrees of belief. The argument for this rule again depends on the fact 

that the belief committed to AvB must include at least all the belief 

committed either to A or to B or to both. For the left-hand side repre

sents the measure of this latter belief, obtained by adding the measure 

of the belief committed to A to the measure of the belief committed to B 

and subtracting the measure of what is counted twice, namely the belief 

committed both to A and to B. 

A similar inequality will hold for triplets of propositions A, B 

and C: 

Bel(A)+Bel(B)+Bel(C)-Bel(AftB)-Bel(AAC)-Bel(B~C)+Bel(AvBvC)~Bel(AvBvC). 

Here the left-hand side is the measure of all the belief that is committed 

to at least one of A, Band c. To see that this is so, notice that the 

quantity Be.l(A)+Bel(B)+Bel(C) overstates that measure, for that portion 

of belief that is committed to both of any two of the propositions is 

counted twice, while that committed to all three is counted three times. 

When one subtracts the quantity Bel(A"B)+BeJ.(A,.C)+Bel(B"C), one is sub

tracting exactly once the measure of the belief committed to exactly two 

of the propositions, as is appropriate, but one is subtracting three times 

the measure of the belief committed. to all three, and this is once too 

often. Hence one must finally add. Bel(.A1,B1,C) back again. 

A similar inequality can be obta5.ned for un..y finite collection 
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to A1v-~,vAn vi.th the measure of all ~he belief that is committed to at 

least one of the Ai. That inequality is 

"}. Bel(Ai)-L Bel(AiAj)+ LBel(A~Aj"Aic)-+ · • ·+(-1)n+
1 
Bel(A{"'" ·AAn) ~ Bel(A1v, .. "An 

As we will see, these inequalities, together with the conventions Bel(.A)=O 

and Bel(Y)=1, provide a satisfactory basis for a general theory of degrees 

of belief. Hence I will use them for a formal definition. 

Definition. A function Bel on a Boolean algebra is a belief function if 

------it takes values between zero and one and satisfies the following 

three axioms: 

(I). Bel(A )=O. 

(II). l3el(Y)==1. 

(III). If n ~ 1 and .A1 , ••• ,An are elements of the Boolean '.algebra, 

then 

._/ Bel(A 1"··•VAn) ~ l)el(A)-.zBel(AlA)+- 0 •+(•1 )n+
1Bel(A1A·•·11An). 

My claim that this definition provides a satisfactory basis for a 

general .theory of degrees of belief will be supported in two different 

ways in the following pages. On the one hand, we will see that these axioms 

more 01· less exhaust the consequences of our intuitive picture of "portions 

of belief" and that that intuitive picture is at least as attractive as 

the more special one usually associated with . subjective probabilities. 

On the o~h~r hand, we will see that the axioms are gene:r·al enough to 

encompass many systems of degrees of belief that are attractive a_~d u.seful 

but fail to satisfy Kolmogorov's axioms. The demonstration that these 

new axioms are equivalent to the intuitive picture of po1~tions of belief 
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2. ~ Examples Et. Belief Functions 

In this section I will exhibit four simple examples of belief func

tions. For the first two examples, I vill verify Axiom III directly. For 

the last two, though, I will leave such a verification until the next 

chapter, where it will be facilitated by a fuller :understanding of the 

'Structure of belief functions. 

A. The Vacuous Belief Function 

The simplest belief function on any Boolean algebra of propositions 

' the one that assigns degree of belief zero to every proposition except 

the sure proposition, which .must of course have degree of belief one. This 

belief function corresponds to a complete lack of opinion-one has too 

little evidence or ia too skeptical to assign a positive degree of belief 

to any proposition in the Boolean algebra except the one that is logically 

certain. I will call it the vacuous belief functio~. Axioms I and II 

obviously hold for this bel;ef function, but how can ye establish .Axiom III? 

First note that if none of the propositions A1, ••• ,An are equal to Y , 

then the right-hruld side of the inequality is zero, so that the inequality 

necessa.rHy holds, Suppose, on the other hand, that some of the A. are 
. 1 C 

equa;t to 

be equal 

1r -say k of them. Then(~) of the propositions A/Aj will also 

to Y, (~) of the propositions A.f A/-\, 
2-J3el(A5. )=k=(~), 

~ ( • (}r) L Bel A.l'A .)= ; , 
J. J -

. k 
Bel(A .11.li.. ." A1J=C.), 
. · ~ J A ~ 

etc. Hence wo will have 

etc., so that the r:i.ght-h,,md si de of the :5.nequoJ.~.ty w'il1 be 



But A1v•••VAn will also be equal to 7
•~ so that the left-hand side, 

Bel(A1v•••VAn), will also be equal to 1, and the inequality will hold 

with equality. Hence Axiom III does indeed hold for the vacuous belief 

function. 

B. Belief Functions on a Four-Element Boolea.~ Algebra 

The vacuous belief function is the only possible one on the two

element Boolean algebra ~~A, V}, but there are more possibilities for a 

four-element Boolean algebra fJ ,A,A, v}. Suppose, for example that A is 

the proposition that there is l;i.fe of Mars. A belief function on tr..is 

Boolean algebra would then summarize one's degrees with respect to that 

proposition, both for and against it. Some might profess a complete lack 

of opinion about the proposition and adopt the vacuqus belief function, 

but others 'trill have some degree of belief either for or age.inst it, or 

both, even if those degrees of belief are ro.ther W'.'.lak, One might, for 

example, profess a degree of belief of 1/10 in A, a degree of belief of 

. 2/10 in r,. and of course a degree of belief 1 in A'/A= Y. But will the 

function Bel with values Bel(.A.)=0, Bel(A)=i/10 1 Bel(A)=2/10 and Bel(-Y)=1 

satisfy Axiom III? 

It is not difficult to shotr that it does, as does a:n.y function 

Bel:f.A..,A,I;v]~[o,1] that satiefies Bel(A)==O, llel(Y)=-=1 and 

Bel(A)+Ilel(A) (- i. Suppose, indeed, that A1 , ••• ,An a:re E0.11 propositions 

\ . r= • ,- i 
from 1_A ,L,A, 11 .J. Then let a be the nu1uber of the n propositions t:hat 

er•c! t::qua.l to .A .. , b the mmbe1' th a t ai·e equal to A, c the number that a:n., 

. . . ·,r . 
equal to A, a,ncl d the numoer eq·,::.al to \· ; a+o+:::+d::=n. Then 
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L Bel(AfAj )=Bel(A) [(~)+(~) (t)] +Bel([) [c~)+(f) (f )] +(i), 

2 Bel(Af Aj"~)=Bel(A) [ c;)+C~)(t)+C~) (g)] +Bel CA) f(~)+(~) Cf )+C~) Cg)]+(;), 

etc.; and 

L Bel(Ai )- L Bel(A{'Aj )+-·· • +{-1 ?+1 
Bel(A1"· · · 11An) 

=Bel(A) L (~) .. (~)+- ... +(-1 )b+1 
(~)] [<i)-(f)+-••· +(-1 )dC~)j 

+Bel(A) [(~ )-(~)+- .. · +(-1 ) 0+
1 (~)] [ Ci)-(f )+- .. -+(-1 )d(!)J 

+ [(f)-Cg)+- .• ·+(-1 )d+1 C!)] • 

This last expression is equal to 

1 if d > O, 

BelCA)+BelCA) if d=O, C > 0, and b> O, 

Bel(A) if d=O, C > 0, and b--0, 

Bel(A) if d=O, c=O, and b> O, 

and 0 if d::O, c=P, and b::--0. 

But Bel(A
1
v••· vA ) 

n 
will be equal to 

1 if d> O, 

1 if d:::O, C > 0, and b> O, 

Bel(A) • f' :i__ d=O, C > 0, and b::::O, 

Bel(A) if d:::O, c=O, and b > O, 

WlO. 0 if d:::;.:0., C=-<O, and. b=O. 

Hence Axiom III will indeed hold pr·vvided BeJ.(A)+Bel(A) !. 1. And it will 

not hold if BeJ.(A)+BeJ.(A) > 1. Hence a function Bel: ?-.!L ,A,A, '<} ....::;[O, i] is 

a belief f\mction if and only if it satisfie s Bel Cl )=0, Bel ( Y )::::1 and 

Ilel{.A)+:Bel(A) ~ 1. 

One cons8q_uence of this .:i.s that our n,:d;ion of a bel ief function is 



Bernoulli 1 s notion of a Mpure argument.~ (See Bernoulli's Artis Conjectandi, 

pp. 218-220; or Part I •Of thia essay.) Indeed, Bernoulli obtained 

•probabilities« of Pie< and zero, res pectively, for a thing and its 

opposite when / out of ,:,( = p + 'I cases proved the thing but the other 

Y ca.sea proved nothing. If we translate 11probabili ty 11 into "degree of 

belief" and "thing and its opposite" into "proposition and its negation," 

this becomes Bel(A)= f /&( and Bel(A)=O. 

C. The Senate Example 

A more picturesque e:xample of a belief function involves the first 

meeting of the United States Senate in 1789. At the time of that meeting, 

eleven States had :ratified the Constitution. O:f th~se eleven, five chose 

Federalists to fill both of their Sena te seats, :four chose Dc,nocratic = 

Republicans, and two, Connecticut and Pennsylva....Tl'i.a., chose both a Federalist 

nnd a Democratic - Tiopublj_ca.'1. The overa ll spJ.i. t wec._1 t:hus twelve to ten 

in favor of the li'ederalists. 'Fne first or der of bi .. siness for the Senate 

·was to se],ect n temporary presiding office!' who would have the honor of 

countin g the ballots that elected George Washington as the first President 

of t he United States. I do not ln1ow how that presiding officer was in 

fact s elected, b.it let us ima gine that in order to t:woid State rivalry 

for such a hi storical honor, it imz done by l ot rt -:t he r than by vote. 

Imag::i.nef indeed, the :following procedure: u gold::i.er is employed to choose 

at rnndo m the nn.rr:e of a. State nn-:l then select as he ple:;1.ses one of the 
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The phrase "at random" may raise questions in some minds, but for 

my purposes it suffices to suppose that the selection of the State is to 

be carried out in such a way that I am willing to accord a degree of belief 

of 1/11 to the proposition that any particular State will be chosen. On 

the other hand, by saying that the soldier selects one of the two Senators 

from the resulting State "as he pleases," and adding that I have no know

ledge of his preferences, I mean to convey the notion that I have no 

positive degree of belief that he will choose one or the other. 

The algebra of all the propositions about who will chosen corresponds 

in a natural way to the field of all subsets of the set of the twenty-two 

Langdon (D) j Wingate (D) 

Few (D) Gunn (D) 
.. 

New Hampshire ' (D,D) 
~. 

Georgia (D,D) 
,:~: 

Lee (D) Grayson (D) Virginia (D,D) D D 

Izard (D) Butler (D) South Carolina (D,D) D D 

Johnson (D) Ellsworth (F) Connecticut (D,F) D F 

Maclay (D) Morris (F) Pennsylvania (D,F) I D F 

Strong (F) Dalton (F) 

Paterson (F) Elmer (F) 

Ma.ssachusetts (F,F) 

new Jersey (F,:I!,) ~ Ii' F F 

Bassett (F) Read (F) Dela.ware (F,F) F F 

Carroll (F) Eeill'.'Y (F) Maryland (F,F) F F 
I 

King (P) i Schuyler (w) ! ;; , lfew York (F·F 1l 
I I I F F 

T'nc 22 Senators The 11 States ~he 2 Parties 

Figvr.c 1 • The Senate 3:':rob1.em 
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• For example, the proposition that either Senator Carroll or 

King will be chosen corresponds to the ·subset {Carroll, King}. The 

situation is illustrated by Figure 1. In the first panel of that figure, 

the set of Senators is shown; the second panel represents the same set, 

partitioned only to the extent of dividing the States; while in the third 

·· panel the set is partitioned between Democratic-Republican and Federalist 

·•··senators. 

My degree of belief that a Democratic-Republican will be chosen seems 

to be 4/11, for I have that degree of belief that New Hampshire, Georgia, 

Virginia or South Carolina will be chosen, in which case the soldier cannot 

help choosing a Democratic-Republican. I cannot add any of the belief 

committed to Connecticut or Pennsylvania to this, for I do not claim a:ny 

positive degree of belief that the soldier will choose the Democratic

Republican ra.ther than the Federalist in the event that one of those States 

is chosen. Similarly, _ my degree of belief that a Federalist will be chosen 

is 5/11. :And in general my degree of belief Bel(A) that the Sena tor chosen 

will be in any given subset A of Senators will be k/11, where k is the 

number of States both of whose Senators are in A. 

D. i'he Kansas Example 

This final example is distinguished by the fact that the belief function 

ia defined 011 an infinite Boolean algebra of propositions. Let us ~uppose 

that a militarJ base is to be located somewher~ in t he State of Knnsas, 

~"'.ld that its exact location is to be deter mi ned as follows: One of the 

members of Congres s from Kansas 'Ifill be chosen at r &~1C:om, nncl he ,riJ.l be 



represents. Consider the Boolean algebra of all propositions of the 

form "The base will be located within R," where R is any region (or subset) 

of Kansas. What degrees of belief should one have for such propositions? 

Well, there are seven Kansans in Congress; the five Representatives 

represent the districts shown in Figure 2, while each of the two Senators 

represent the State as a whole. Intuitively, our total belief must be 

divided into seven equal pieces, one corresponding to each of the seven 

politicians; and the degree of belief for the proposition "The base will 

be located in R" will be equal to k/7, where k is the number of districts 

which lie entirely within R. In particular, that degree of belief cannot 

exceed 5/7 ~less R is the whole State, in which case the proposition is 

the sure proposition. 

The col10ction {1. of all propositions of the form "The base will be 

located in R," where r is a subset of Kansas, is indeed a Boolean algebra. 

And it is infinite, for there are an infinite number of subsets of Y.ansas. 

2 

[ -)f-

l ______. 

~ 
l 
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And as we rill see in the next chapter, the function 

Bel: a_ ·-:> [ 0, 1]: "The base will be located in R." ~ k/7, 

where k is the number of districts lying entirely in R, is a belief 

function • 

3. Upper Probabilities 

The most striking feature of the preceding examples of degrees of 

belief is of course their failure to obey the rule of additivity, a failure 

that is most conspicuous in the case of a proposition and its negation. 

In practical terms, this failure of additivity means that one's degree 

of belief in a proposition does not necessarily determine one's degree 

of belief in its negation, so that the two quantities constitute distinct 

items of information. If degrees of belief were to follow the rule of 

additi vit y, then one's a.egr ce of b01 :Lef P(.A) in e. propo si tion A would 

determine one's degre e of belief P(A) in its negation thro ugh the relation 

P(A)+P(A)=1 , or P(A)=1 •~P(J.); and once we lmew someone's . <;legree of belief 

in a proposi t5"on, we wou.J.d learn nothing new if we were to be told h:i.s 

degree of belief in its nega t ion. But the degrees o:f belief we have 

. been si;v.d.ying do not wo:d:: this way; we often hayc Bel(.A)+Bel(A) .e 1, and 

kn.owledge of Bel(A) does not 5aa:,:antee knowledge of Bel{A). 

Allothe:r· way of putting th e matter is to say that a small va lue for 

Bel(A) doe;:; not :necessn rily imply a J,D.rge value for Bel(A). Since Bel(I) 

necesse .ri 1y imr)ly 1.<. high doe r.:,.:, of c,:i s1cj_icf . 1:11 o",;her uords, w0 m,wt 
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distinguish between mere lack of belief and actual disbelief. Such a 

distinction ie often left undrawn in everyday language: "I don't believe 

it" usually means "I believe the opposite." But it is a valuable distinc

tion, and one that ie usually made by careful thinkers. As an illuetra .-

tion of the distinction, conaider again the proposition A="There is life 

on Mars," and its negation A="There is no life on Mars." Suppose I know 

little about Mars, in particular have no reason to believe A, and accord

ingly have no belief in it whatever. Does this mean that I disbelieve A, 

i.e., that I have a strong belief in A? I think not; it seems to me that 

an agnostic view is possible: I might entirely lack any belief either in 

A or A. Or at less of an extreme, I might have no belief in A but only a 

mild belief in A. For example, I might pllt Bel(A)::O and Bel(A)=½. 

A felicitoue synonym for disbelief, as something susceptible of degree, 

is doubt, and this is the term I will employ in the sequel: one's degree 

of belief in A will be called one's degree of doubt for A. In this vocabu

lary, the assertion that both Bel(A) and Bel(I) might be small becomea the 

assertion that ono might lack both belief and doubt for something. In 

many situations, one's degree of doubt for n proposition is more important 

than one's degree of belief in it. A low degree of doubt, for example, 

while not necessarily implying that one strongly believes a proposition, 

doea indicate that one finds it plausible. 

More generally, the extent to which one f5.nds a proposition plausible 

is always inversely related to oners degree of doubt for it: the more on~ 

doubts it the less one finds it plausi ble. Thia fact lesde us to think of 

the quantity 1-Bel (A) ~s a measure of the extent to ~hich one finds A 
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our theory, and it will be convenient to have a name for it. Following 

A. P. Dempster, I will call 1-Bel(A) the upper probability of A, and denote 

:it by Pif(A). 

The function Pif: (}_ ➔ fo, 1] :A--, 1-Bel(A) will be called the upper 

probability function associated with Bel. It obviously conveys exactly 

the same information as Bel does, for Bel can be recovered from Pif through 

the relation Bel(A)=1-Pif(A). What are the rules for Pif that correspond to 

our rules for Bel? This question is answered by the following definition 

and theorem: 

Definition. A function Pif: Q ➔[O, 1] on a Boolean algebra {} is an 

upper probability function if 

(1). Pif(.;l)::O. 

(2). pi!-( Y )=1. 

(3). If n J!. 1 and A1 , ••• ,An are elements of {l , then 

pii-(Af" ··• 11An) ~ L Pif(A~)-r~(Aiv Aj )+- .. · +(-1 )n+1 
pr,(A{· .. v'An~. 

Theorem. A mapping Pif: (l ---,)[o, 1] is an upper probability function if 

and only if the mapping Bel: Q.-> LO, 1] defined by Bel(A)=1-pii-(A) is a 

belief function. 

~: The only non-trivial part of the proof is the demonstration 

that the inequality (3) for pi!" is equivalent to the third axiom for 

belief functions for Bel. Substituting 1-Bel(A) for Fi!"(A) in (3) 

gives 
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Since (~)-(;)+-·••+(-1)n+1(:)=(~)-(1-1)n=1, this is equivalent to 

Bel(A
1 

V•••V An)~ 2)el(Ai)- JBel(A{"Aj )+-·· • +(-1 )n+1 
Bel(A1t1•·•AAn). 

Since (3) is equivalent to this last inequality for all A1,--·,rn in(], 

it is also equivalent to it for all A1, ••• ,A ~(}, for every proposition . n 

in a Boolean algebra is the negation of some other proposition in it. 

But this gives us precisely the third axiom for belief functions. 

Rule (3) for upper probability functions can be written in another 

which is also useful. 

Suppose f is a real-valued function on a Boolean algebra 

Then f is an upper probability function if and only if 

(i). 

(ii). 

f(jL )=O. 

f(-Y )=1. 

(iii). If n ~ 1 and B,A1 , ••• ,An are elemenh of a , then 

f(B)- Lf(BvA 1 )+? f(B"Aiv Aj)-+ ... +(-1 )nf(BvA{ .. •"An) 1= O. 

Proof: Suppose ind.eed that f is an upper probability f·~ction. 

Then applying rule (3) to B'-'A1 , ••• ,B"An yields 

f(Bv(A.A
1

)h L f(BvA
1

)-If(BvA 1vAj)+-··· +(-1 )n+
1
:r(BvAt ... ~An). 

• 

Since u.11per 3p:-oba.bility functions eJ.ways take non-negative valv.es, 

rule {3) implies in particular that f is monotone. Hence f{B) ~ 

f(B~(AA.)), and (iii) follows. 
J.. 

To see that (iii) implies rule (3) for upper probabHity 

hand aide of (iii) except the first to the r·ight-ha.nil side. 

~t ( "::'": \_ < .. :.? i' !'. '1 .. , ..... , --_,,.i..,,_, i. 
I 

- ... , -.,~ "..,,_,,_ •-~ . .:- __ , . .., .. ,. -~ .-
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The quantity 

:f(B)-f f(BvAi)+2f(BvA 1vAj)-+ •· • +(-1 )nf(BvA{ .. · vAn) 

can be written somewhat more compactly as 

~ (-1}card J f'(Bv( VA )), 
J cf 1 , • • • , n} . ii: J i 

where card J, or the cardinality of J, is the number of elements in J, and 

V Ai is understood to be equal to _A.. 
if¢ th 
and called the~ successive difference of f(B) with ' respect to A1, ••• ,An~ 

This terminology derives from the fact that the quantities "i7!(B;A1 , ••• ,An) 

can be specified recursively by the relations 

'v'f(B;A 1 )=f(B)-f(BvA 1) 

and 

V !+1 (B;A1, • • • ,An+1 )= ~; (B;A1, • • • ,An)-V ! (~vAn+1 ;.A.1 '•~-,,An) • 

(see Choquet, p. 169.) 

4. ~Logical~ Subjective Vocabularies 

The theory that we have been developing in this chapter is overtly 

subjective. It is a theory of belief, and it deals with the degrees to 

which we be15.eve a."lil doubt propositions, not with the d.egl'ees to which they 

deserve belief or doubt. But the subjective notions of degree of belief 

and upper probability are obviously parallel to the logical notions of 

degree of support and degree of plausibility, developed in Part l of this 

essay. That parallelism, as exhibited in Table 1, connects bBlief with 

support and upper probability with plausibility. 

'J'he not.ions of support 1:md. pleu."3ibili ty are not subject:i.ve, for thriy 
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and against it; we take it as an objectiv&• 1£ sometimes elusive fact 

that the evidence does or does not support a pt-opo4ition to a give~degree. 

or that it does or does not leave it plausible to a given degree. But 

these logical quantities, if they are known, obviously dQtel'ttline the degrees 

of belief and the upper probabilities that we ought to hav&i we ought to 

believe a proposition to the extent that the evidenca 8\1pports it, and our 

upper probability for a proposition, or the degree to which we find the 

proposition plausible, ought to equal its actual degree of plausibility. 

My ultimate interest in this essay lies on the logical side of the 

ledger in Table 1; I want to measure degrees of support for statistical 

hypotheses. Wby, then, am I constructing a subjective theory? The answer, 

of course, is that I will eventually want to impose on support functions 

the .rules and: structure th.at ie bei.ng developed here for belief. f unction...-.;. 

Such an imposition w;i.11 be partially justified by the general argwnent 

that degrees of support correspond to reasonable degrees of bel i ef gi v~n 

the evidence and hence should obey rules that are appropriate for degrees 

of beUef. 

Subjective 

Degree of Belief Bel{A) 

Degree of Doubt Bel(A) 

Upper Probability 1~Be1(A) 

Degree <>f Support S(A) 

(-~, 
Degree of Dubiety S Ai 

Degree of ?lau s ibi ,H t:y 1- S(A) 

Table 1. ~•he 'I'wo Vocabular i es 
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5. Probabilities,!!:!!. 12£.g;rees of Belief 

The examples of Bernoulli and Lambert would provide some historical 

justification for the clai~ that degrees of belief satisfying our axioms 

for belief functions deserve to be called nprobabilities," and I am tempted 

to make such a claim. But it is doubtful that such a claim would be 

accepted. Since the time of Laplace probabilities have had to be additive, 

and it seems likely that they will remain under that constraint for a good 

while. 

A probability ftL"lction on a Boolean algebra {j_ , then, is still 

a function P: {)_ ~lO, 1] that obeys the rules 

(1). P(A)=O, 

(2). P(Y)=1, 

and. (3). P(A)+P(B)=P(MB) whenever .A.,B [ Q and Ar,.B=A. 

Since belief functions do not need to obey (3) 1 they need not be pro babil it y 

functions. On the other hn.nd, a pro babi l i ty function al ways qualifi es aa 

a beli ef function. To :prove th at thi s is so, it is only necessary to f1hm-r 

th!l.t a pro ba.bili ty fu nction al\ rays obeys the in ecp.:w.li ties in Ax i.om III 

for bel ief fu."'lct ions. Actually, a ])'.t"Obab:U.:i..t y :fvnc t:i.on al ways satisfies 

. t}1ose incqunli ties iri th cqt1e.li ty . 

!f~~ .. c:,:r~m• If P: J. - {o, 1\ is u probabiJ.i ty fundion and A1 ,. •• ,An are any 

e le ments of 0. , t hen 

l,n(t , y .. . v A )--~p(A )- <::;n( i r\ t )+-·••-'·(-~)n+ 1p(,\ 1,--·). ,, \I 'Hi -''-n --~- · \Jl.i ·i...r , .... i ·-j ' 1
' ""1 .t•n • 

set 
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where Bi:::;.A.i if x1=1 and Bi=Ai if xi=O. Then all the Ax are in {P, 

and they are pairwise · inc om pa. ti ble. Further, A1v ·•· v An= V fA:r. / some xi =1} 

and .A./\··. ,.. A. = V [A /x. =•-· =xi =1}. Thus 
11 7c X 11 k 

P(.Af '--v' An)= 2{P(Ax)j some x1=1}, 

and 

The number of times that any particular x appears in this summation 

is evidently determined by the number of ones in x. In fact, if x 

contains r ones, then Ax will occur (f)-(~)+-···+(-1)r+ 1(;) times. 

But this is equal to 1 u.nless r=O. Hence P(A)l) occurs the same number 

of times in this formula as in the formula for P(A1v••·VAn), and tho 

equation is correct. 

Obviously 9 a belief function is a probability function if and only if 

it obeys the axi om of additivity. More interesting; in light of the d:i.s

cussion in Part I, is the fact that a belief func tion is a prob abilHy 

function if and only if it obeys tho special case of the axiom of additivity 

that relates the belief in a pr oposition t,, the belief in its negation. 

The proof of' t} 1<:.J non - trivial r art of this nnsel~hon is given belott : 

If a bcliE:f fv.n.ction Bel on a Boolean s.lg ebra /) . . ~. 
(.J.. sati s r i es 

Bel(A)+ Bel(A):::1 for all Ar {1_ , theu Ilsl is a probability functio n • 

.t_~q_oJ:: We r.eecl '~o nhm·r that BeJ.(!vB)~ Bel( A)+Bel( B) for D.ny t;;o 

elements A, H ,__ G. such tha t AAT3:-.:.J,.. But wo a l:t,; Hd.y know, C1y the 
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only show that Bel(AvB)f Bel(A)+Bel(B). But if we apply Axiom III 

to A and B, we obtain 

Bel(A)+Bel(B) ~ Bel(AvB)+Bel(!AB), 

and substituting 1-Bel(x) for Bel(X) in each term of this inequality 

yields 

1-Bel(A)+1-Bel(B) ~ 1-Bel(.AAB)+1-Bel(AtB). 

Since Bel(A~B)=O, this becomes Bel(AvB)~ Bel(A)+Bel(B). 

So a belief function Bel is a probability function if and only if 

it satisfies Bel(A)=1-Bel(A) for all A. But in general the upper proba

bility function associated with a belief function Bel is given by 

p,1-(A)=1-Bel(A). So a belief function is a probability function if end 

only if it is identical to its upper. probability function. 

It is worth noting that the rule 

P(.A.1 ""' ,;A )= 1)(A. )- 7.P(A. "'Aj )+- ... +(-i )n+1 
P(J.1/\•· . "•a ) n i - i n 

for probability functions also implies the rulo 

P-(A{ · .. "'An)= L P(A1 )- I P(Ai" Aj )+- ... +(-1 )n+ 1 P(A1 · · · vA
0

), 

To derive the second equation from the firi:itf one need. only repl.:lce ev,cb. 

Ai by A.. Hence probabilitJ• ftu:;ctions also eathfy rule (3) for F.ppor 
:l. 

probability f1mctions with eq_u&,1:i.t y. 

From the point of view of our' •theor<J, then, a probability function 

is a special kind of belief function, . and & "subjoctive p:robo.bili ty 11 is 

n speciul kind of degree of beli.ef, fodeed, it might be called n two-

t:ided degre e of belief, for it supr,lies s. degree of belief both for a 

propoBi tion a11c1 £"01"" tl1e negt. ticn of t!1a t propor.:i t i 011. 
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6. Discounting Belief Functions 

It often happens that we obtain our opinions and beliefs on a topic 

from someone else in whose judgment we have a reasonable degree of confi

dence. In most cases, of course, we will not have absolute confidence in 

this other person's opinions and hence will wish to discount those opinions 

at least slightly before adopting them as our own. This process of dis

counting can be represented quite simply in the theory of belief functions. 

Suppose, indeed, that the other person• s belief function is Bel
0

: ().-7' [o, 1] , 

and that one's degree of confidence in the other person's judgment is c,<, 

which is some number between zero and one. Then the natural thing t o do 

is to adopt the qi18.!itity o( • Bel
0 

(A) as one's degree of belief in any 

proposition A e iJ that is not the sure proposition Y. Formally , one 

would adopt the belief function Bel: Q, _;_"' [o, 1] defb .ed by Bel( Y)=1 a.nd 

Bel(A)= «,Be l 0(A) for all Afo-V. It is easily verified that the functi on 

Bel defined in this way is indeed a belief function. 

The process of discounting a belief function is a special cas e of 

the p1°ocess of taking a line ar mixture of two or more belief functions. 

If BeJ.
1 

nnd Bol
2 

are ttm (lifferent beHef fu nction s on th e sa me Boole,m 

algebra of proposi ti ons Q , and if ,~: is a 21ur,1ber bet, ~een zero nnrl one , 

then th e fv.nction Bd: a_,,_fo,1J deffoed by BeJ.(A)= 0-,Be1
1

(A)+(1- c-<)Be1
2

(A) 

for all Ji. E Ct will be a belief fun ct ion; it is s.::id to be a l:i .ne t1.r 1.:ix-

tu:re of Be11 nnd Be1
2

• It :i.s ev-io.ent th o:~ discou.nt:Ln g a belief function 

De10 by the facto r '" fa th e same as te.ki. ng a l:i ,n0ar mixture of :Be11 e.nd. 

tl ' ' • f h , • • -•.('.' • • . < ' S r 1 • ) · 1e ,,Hcnou:c; ocu:J..n. r t1nccl.on, wnn g co01 J:i..c1.cmcr. ,-, ano., -,,,. 
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When a belief function is passed from person to person, being dis

counted each time, the degrees of belief accorded to the non-sure pro

positions constantly decrease. Hence the notion of discounting belief 

functions can be used to represent the diminishing credence that we 

lend to hearsay or to any tradition of testimony as its source becomes 

more remote. 

These ideas ar~ hardly novel. In fact, they were quite common in 

the eighteenth century discussions of the probability of testimony, which 

were mucll concerned vi th the bothersome idea that the pro ba.bili ty of the 

scriptures diminishes with time. By and large, though; the notion of 

·. discounting "probabilities" did not survive into the nineteenth century. 

Its failure to survive can be attributed to its conflict with the rule of 

additivity for probabilities; for once additivity is'assumed, the dimin

ishing probability of the tradition comes to imply an increasing proba

bility for the denial of the tradition-and this seems less reasonable. 

7. !, Counterexample 

In Part I, I strongly criticized the attempt by some students of 

subjective probability to insist that "rational" degrees of' belief ought 

to obey the rule of additivity. In fact, I questioned the very idea that 

abstract considerations could lead to rules that were absolutely obligatory 

for all reasonable systems of degrees of belief. But what about the rules 

that I have offered in this chapter? Are there reasori.e.ble systems of 

degrees of belief that would vfola.to them? 

The:ca are, and it is easy · to cons-truci; examples. 0:wl_general methud 
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law. An aleatory law P on a eet ~ is a function P: -f ( 'Jt) -> Lo, 1] , 

where -P (): ) is the set of all subsets of a set ~ , and P(A), for each 

Ac¥, , ia taken to be the chance or objective probability that the out

come of a certain experiment or process :will be in A. · It is a commonplace 

that if we were really certain that some process were governed by an 

aleatory law then we would be justified in adopting as our degree of 

belief in the occurrence of a given event the chance assigned to that 

event by the aleatory law. The set f(1,) can be interpreted, of course, 

as a Boolean algebra, and the resulting system of degrees of belief would 

be a probability function and hence a belief function. More generally, 

though, we might contemplate the situation, however fictional, in which 

we are absolute~y certain that the process is governed by one of a given 
;.: . 

In such n case we might be justified 

in adopting as our debTee of belief in the given event the infimum of the 

chances assigned that event by the various lawa P /i • More precisely, if 
·,. 

the aleatory laws were on an observation space f_ , we-might define 
. . 1 f 

B:'f(}j. )-7[0,1] by B(A)= O~@PtJ(A). Such a ftmction B will in general 

not be a probability function. And while it vi11 satisfy B(¢)=0 ·a.nd 

B( Y:. )=1, it vill not satisfy .Axiom III for belief functions unless the 

class of aleatory laws · l$. P,, 7, Fl ia chosen 1d th par ticular car~. 
, V J/1f ~11/ · · 

Dempster h~s given the following ezamplo where the function B does 

not satisfy Axiom III. Letting X con.sfat of the fo ur possibilities 

[bb, ow, wb, w}, we contemp1~te the three aleatory laws given by 

P1 (bb)=-L 

P2(bb)=L 

P1 (bw)=f, 

P
2
(bw)=O, 

~ f b, 'l- l-- :;, \ i. / -,: ' 

P1 ( wb)=l, 

n ( vb ) .. J . .L2 . ,-2, 

I;,:-( wh );:!•:), 
;,,, 

D (•-n.•)-1 • ,. 1 ,l" -4' 
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We could imagine this situation arising if 1 consisted of all the possible 

results from drawing balls successively from two urns, the first of which 

was known to contain one black and one white ball, and the second of which 

might contain either one of each color or else two of the same color. 

Th& aleatory law P1 would then correspond to the case where the second 

urn contained one black and one white ball, P
2 

would correspond to the 

case where it contained two black balls, and P
3 

to the case where it con

tained two white balls. Setting A1 = V,b, bw J and A2= ~b, ww}, we obtain 

B(A1)=B(A2)=B(A1vA2)=½ and B(A1~A2)::0; and this violates the requirement 

that B(A
1 

)+B(A
2

~-B(A{1A
2

) should not exceed B(A1 VA2). 

8. ~ ill 

In a sense~ the ' third axiom for belief functions includes an infinite 

number· of axioms, one i'or each natural number n. One might hope at fil'st 

that it should be unnecessary to have so many axioms; perhaps the first 

few would imply the others. Unfortunately, though, it is necessary to 

state the axiom for an infinite number 0£ different integers; for while 

the truth of the axiom for a given value of n implies its truth for 

smaller values, it doez not imply Ha truth for larger velues. This 

section is devoted to est abl ishing these facts. 

Theor0m. Suppose {j, is a Boolean algebra, n is a natural m.unbe:r, and 

B: {{-)>[0, 1] satisfies 

(i). B( J\J=O, 

(ii). B(7/)=1, 

~mi: (:i.i:.:.). { 
• r. - · . • l ··,;;.--· I , B \ '-» Y • .. ., V ., ', :·- \ '"'._:.( 1 t ' ... , . -~ 13 ~ l /-. !'l ' .• L .~ .,/,,, .:.:.~ .1" .: -~.JJ ............. J' --~-- \"" ,·· •· ..1 ... ,,, 

tor an .• .. 
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B(A V•••vA )~ ZB(A )-JB(A '"A )+- .. -+(-1)113(A "·•'AA . ) 
1 n-1 i i j · 1 n-1 

for all sequences A1, ••• ,An_1 of n-1 elements Qf Q • 

Proof: Suppose A1, ••• ,An_1 are elements of Q, and set An=-1\• 

Then by (iii), 

B(A
1
y. · - VAn_1 )=B(A1V-•·VAn)~ ~ B(A1)-,f~(Ai"-Aj)+- •· ·+(-1 )n+

1
B(A1 A .. '/\ An) 

- · :-,2 B(A. )- !B(A.AA .)+-•·• +(-1 )~(A 1J\••·AA 1). 
. 1 . 1 J n- r77m 
1.!1'1-1 l•J~M•I . l'.LLLiJ 

Theorem. Let n be a natural number. Then there exists a Boolean algebra 

{hmd a function B: (1 ~ [o, 1] such that 

(i). 

{ii). 

{iii). 

B(.A)==O, 

B(Y)=1, 

B(Sv•-•VS h.ZD(S.)-2:B(S AS )+-·--+(-1t+ 1
B(SA"''t,S) 

1 n 1 ij 1 n 

for all sequences s
1

, ••• ,sn of n element~ of(]!~ and yet 

(iv). B(A
1 
y .. , Y An+1 )< 2, B(Ai )- _LB(Ai_"Aj )+- · · • +( •1 )

1
H

2
B(A{'"- -"An+1) 

-for so.llle sequen~o A
1

, ••• ,An+1 of n+1 elements of (]. 

The rest of -this section is devoted to an example .establishing this 

theorem. Set .J equal to a set of n+2 elements: 

j =[a1,•••,an+2}• 

and set Cl = -P( }, ) , the set of all subsets of ,J interpreted as a Boolean 

a.lgebra. Define B: -f ( g ) ~ f O, 1] by setting B(A) equa .l to 

and 

1 

2,,tn+1) 

1/in+1) 
0 

if A=,.!, 

if A inclu~es a1 and n of fa0 9, •• ,a +21, - . .. " n _., 

if A includes a.
1 

but :fewer th? .• :n n of fa.2 , •.•• ,a 2J, L' n+ :.) 

if A does not include a~. 
I 

S:!.nce Y"" ,,S D.nd },_=¢, condit:tons (i) and (:i.i) of the theorem are true 



First, let us establish (iv). To this end, note that a subset A. 

ot Jsatisfies ·B(A)=2/(ll+1) if and only if A= j-fai1 for some_ i between 

2 and n+1. Hence there are exactly n+1 dietinGt subsets of j that 

have a value of :B equal tQ 2/(n+1). · Denote these by A1' ••• ,A~+1• ., .. .,, 

Then· B(A1 Y•-•V An+1 )=1, while 

2 :B(A. ).:. JB(A." Aj )+-· · +(-1 )n+2B(A
1 

/\• .. /IA 1 ) 
1 1 n+ 

=(11; 1 ·)(2/(n+t »-cn; 1 )( 1 /(n+1) )+(n; 1) ( 1/(n+1 ) )-+ .. · +(-1 )n+2c::~ )( 1/(n+1)) 

=1+(1/(n+1)) [cnt )-cn;t )+-·•· +(-1 )n+2c::~ >] 
=1+(1/(n+1 )). 

Hence (iv) ia satisfied by the sequence A1, ••• ,An+t• 

Now let us establish (iii). Actually, we will establish that 

whenever 1 f k ~ n and s1, ••• ,sk are subsets of J, 
B(s1v ... -.,sk)~ I B(si)-:2B(si',sj)+-··· +(-1 l+1:a(s1'" .. •"sk). (1) 

_Case l• B(s1)=2/(n+1) for i=1, •.. ,k. Let A1, •.• ,An+t be as above, 

and for each j, j=1, ••• ,n+1, let k. be the number of the S. equal to A . • 
J 1 J 

Then k=k1 + • .. +kn+ 1 • And . · · · · · ·· 

. . - B(Si)::(2/(n+1) )k=( 1/(u+1)) [cf)+ l <tjn, 
B{S{Sj)==(2/(n+1))L(~j)+(1/(n+1 »r<~)-.f(~j)J=(1/(n+1 )) E~)+ I<~j)J, 

etc. Hence 

I: B(s)-IB(sl,sj)+- ····+( ... 1 )k+ 1B(S1A .. •11sk) 

. =(1/(n+1 )) t<t)-(~)+-·· ·+(-1 )k+t (~)]+(1/(n+1 )) [2 {fj)-L (~j)+- •··+(-1 )k+1.[( ~, 

=(r+1)/(n+1), 

where r is the number of j foi· which kj> o, and 1 ~ r~ n. If there is only 

one such j, then the above becomes 2/(n+1), which will be eque.l to 
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~£.• Some of the Si do not have B(Si)=2/(n+1). Lets be the 

number of the i, i=1, ••• ,k, for which B(Si)~2/(n+1). Then let us estab

lish the inequality (1) by induction on s. The case a=O was established 

in the preceding paragraph. So supposes ~1, and suppose (1) holds for 

all smaller values of s. We may also assume that k is one of the i for 

which B(Si)~ 2/(n+1). And the right-hand side of (1) becomes 

2- B(si)-2°B(S[ sj)+- .. -+(-1 )k+1B(S( .. ,,.. sk) 

=B1+B2, 

where 

B
1
=_L B(s

1
)- 4B(s

1
"'sj)+- .,, +(-1 )k:B(s1,,_, .. " sk_1 ), 

. 1!k-1 ''J~H 
and 

B
2
=B(sk)-( Z: B(Si[' si )-_i B(sk,'\S{'S. )+-. -· +(-1 )~(S{' S{'•"t\ sk_1)). 

1f):-1 ••J*k--' J 
By the inductive hypothesis, E(s

1 
,; •.. y Sk_ 1 ) ~ B1 • Now· consider separately 

the cases where B(Sk)e-,1 and where B(Sk) is less than 2/(n+1 ). In thi:! 

first case, B(s
1
v--· v sk)=-=1 and B2=1-B 1 s so B(s 1v•••VSk)=1=B 1+B2, and (1) 

holds. In the second case, B
2

::0, and B(s1v·--VSk) ~ B(S 1v.,,vsk_ 1 )~ B1'==Brt·B2 , 

and again (1) holds. This completes the demonstration. 

Axiom III for belief functio ns was derived by .A. P. Dempster for 

"lower :probabilities induced by a roultivnriate ma.:p:ping11 in his 1967 

had. used Axiom III to define a "monotone set function of order c-.o • 
11 

(See 



The example involving the first United States Senate takes some 

liberties with history. Actually, only twelve of the twenty-two Senators 

were present on April 6, 1789, when the Senate elected John Langdon of 

New Hampshire as its President pro tempore. (See De Pauw, p. 8.) Further

more, the division into the two parties was not clearly established at 

that time, so that the affiliations I have imputed to the various Senators 

are open to dispute. They are based on the votes of July 18, 1789, on 

the bill establishing a Department of Foreign Affairs, and the votes of 

August 4, 1789, on the bill establishing a Department of War. (De Pauw, 

pp. 86-7 and 104-6. ) 

For more information on the "non-additive probabilities '; obtained 

by Jam.es Bernoulli and Johann Heinrich Lambert, the reader may consult 

pp. 218-220 of Bernoulli's ~ Q_gnjec~a.1'];94_ and pp~ 318-421 of Volume 2 

of Lambert's Neu_es Or£ ~• Bernoulli's and Lambert' s ideas are dis cus s ed 

in detail in Part I of this es say. Refer ences to the eighte enth cent ury 

discussion of bow the probabili t y of testimony di mi ni shes with its tr ans= 

mission can be fotmd in Tod.hunter ' s hi.s tory~ pp, 5<}1 462 and 500. The 

matter ;ms also disct:i.ssecl by Didero t in the art:Lcle 11Probabili.tb 11 of 

The exampl e re produ.cP.d. in se ction 7 was giv en on pp . 51-3 of DempHter' s 
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CHAPTER 2. ALLOCATIONS OF PROBABILITY 

This chapter develops explicitiy the intuitive picture underlying 

the axioms for belief functions. This results in the mathematical notion 

of an allocation of probability, and in the theorem that every belief 

function can be represented by an allocation of probability. 

1. Constraint Relations 

I used the term "portions of belief" in the preceding chapter so 

to emphasize the differences between the theory developed there and 

probability theory, but it is evident that the intuition invol v ed is really 

close to the intuition of students of subjective , probability, who 

accustomed to thinking of th e ir probability as a m e asurabl e substance 

that can be divid e d into various piec e s and distributed ov e r a B oolean 

algebra of propositions. Indeed, it is in the method of distribution rather 

than in the nature of the abstract e d prob a bility that the diff e r e nces will 

be found between the theory of b e lief functions and the mor e sp e cial 

theory of probability functions. Hence I find it entirely appropriate to 

follow the probabilist in using the word probability in place of th e word 

-belief when I am thinkin g of belief as something admitting of d e gree, and 

in the rest of this essay I will speak of pieces of probability or of 

probability masses rather than of portions of belief. 

In this vocabulary, the intuiti v e picture develop e d in the pre ce din g 

chapter involves the division of our probability into various pr obability 

masses, each of which may or may not be associated with or committ e d 
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to a given proposition. There are of course restrictions on our freedom 

to commit probability masses to propositions; when I was adducing the 

rules for belief functions I mentioned the following ones: 

(I) No probability mass may be committed to .A. 

(II) Every probability mass must be committed to V. 

(III) If A
1 
~ A

2
, then any probability mass committed to A 1 

must also be committed to A 2 . 

(IV) Any probability mass that is committed to both A 1 and 

A
2 must also be committed to A{,Az. 

This list is not exhaustive, though; we can easily extend it if we think 

a little more about the relations among our probability masses. 

Our various probability masses are not conceived of in isolation; 

.(they are all pieces of the same fixed quantity of idei].lized substance 

representing our probability, and hence they can bear various relations 

to each other. For example, one probability mass may be part of 

Or one may consist precisely of the overlap between a pair 

of others, or perhaps of all the probability that is in either one or the 

other of a pair of others. I will write M
1 

S M
2 

to indicate that M
1 

is 

part of M
2

, or is contained in M
2

; and I will denote by M
1
vM

2 
the "union" 

' of M 1 and M 2 , or the probability mass consisting of all the probability 

that is in either M
1 

or M
2

. 

Once we have established the ideas of containment and union for 

•·. probability masses, the following additional rules impose themselves on 

relation of "commitment" between probability masses and propositions: 

(V) If the probability mass M
1 

is committed to A and M
2

::; M
1

, 

. then M
2 

is also committed to A. 

(VI) If the probability masses M
1 

and M 2 are both committed 
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to A, then the probability mass M 1vM 2 is committed 

to A. 

Evidently, the collection of our probability masses is beginning 

to acquire the same formal structure possessed by the collections of 

propositions we have dealt with; it is beginning to resemble a Boolean 

algebra. 

In order to develop this structure further, let us denote the collection 

of our probability masses by the letter m. We already have the relation 

11~ 11 of containment which holds between some pairs of elements of ill; 
and for any two elements M

1
, M 2 , we have an element M 1vM 2 which is 

their union. Intuitively, we should also have for each pair M 1, M
2 

a probability mass M{,Mzc f,1 representing their overiap or "intersection. 11 

And for each element Mc'l){ there ought to be an element Mc JI( which 

consists precisely of the probability that is not in .M, There are 

• difficulties, though, with the symbols 11
/\

11 and 11
-

11
• The difficulty with 

writing M{,Mz is that M
1 

and M
2 

might be "disjoint" -- they might fail 

to overlap. In such a case there would be no probability mass for 

M
1
AM

2 
to denote. Similarly, if Mc1ll is the probability mass consistin g 

of all our probability, then there will be no probability left over to 

constitute the probability mass M. Both of these problems can be met 

by the invention of a "null" probability mass, . thought of as consisting 

of no probability at all. If we denote this null probability mass by ..A 

or A/lo/I and denote the probabiiity mass consisting of all our probabil

ity by Y or -V"Yh., , then we will be able to set M
1 

/\ M
2 

= A /'Yl'V 

whenever M 1 and M 2 do not overlap, and we will be able to set 

\ r = A . It will also be convenient to establish the convention that 
Vtrr.. I')')'\ 

A,,,,..,~ M for all Mcr1/. 
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0ur collection 11{ of probability masses is now e ndow e d with all 

symbols we have used for Boolean algebras of propositions. It has a 

relation "$.", operations 11A", 11v11 and 11
-

11
, and distinguished elements 

".A. 11 and 11¥ 11
• Furthermore, these symbols have all the properties that 

we ha ve been accustomed to 1n Boolean algebras of propositions. For 

example, .A_::; M ::..Y for all Metil; and for any Mc/Jl, MAM =.A and 

MvM =Y. In the following pages I will call 11/.a 11 Boolean algebra of 

probability masses" or a 11probability algebra, 11 and I will use these 

symbols and their properties freely. 

In assuming that our probability is represented mathematically 

as a Boolean algebra i'/1., I am again taking for granted that the structure 

of Boolean algebras is intuitively clear. The reader who is dissatisfied 

with this intuitive approach may wish to turn to the . first two sections 

of Chapter 3, where Boolean algebras are defin e d and studied abstractly. 

We are dealing, then, with a Boolean algebra of prob ab ility masses 

7Jt and a Boolean algebra of propositions {(, and we ha v e six rules that 

govern the relation of 11 commitment " b e tween a probability mass Mc?Jr 

and a proposition Ac!]. If we write " M ct A 11 to signify that M is committed 

to A, these rules can be listed more neatly as follows: 

(1) (a) If M ct A
1 

and A
1

:; A
2

, then M ct A
2 

(b) If M ct Al and M ct A 2 , then M ct AtA 2 . 

(c) M ct Va for all Meil(. 

(2) (a) If M
1 ct A and M 2 ::; Ml, then M 2 ct A. 

(b) If M
1 

ct A and M
2 

ct A, th en M
1
v M

2 
c t A. 

(c) Am ct A for all At Q . 

(3) If M ct Ao._ then M = _,l?n. 
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The last rule above, rule (3), has been slightly modified from its form 

as rule (I) in the first list; instead of saying that no probability mass can 

be committed to Art I now say that only the null probability mass can 

be so committed, And I have added a new rule, (Zc), which say5 that 

the null probability mass is comn1itted to any proposition. This is a 

harmless convention, and it rounds out the mathematical picture. 

Both for reasons of euphony and for intuitive reasons that will 

emerge later, I will usually read 11M ct A 11 as 11M is constrained to A 11 

rather than as 11M is committed to A. 11 And I will call a binary relation 

"ct" between a Boolean algebra of probability masses '7?i. and a Boolean 

algebra U, a constraint relation if it satisfies the three conditions just 

listed. 

Thus far, I have argued that our collection 1l/. of probability masses 

should have the structure of a Boolean algebra, but it also has a further 

structure: every probability mass M( JI( has a measure. We need, 

evidently, a function µ:;ll~[O, 1] that assigns to each element M its 

measure µ(M). 

Definition. If m_ is a Boolean algebra, then a function µ:1/1/--[0, l] 

is a . measure if 

(1) 

(2) 

and (3) 

µ(.l\_171) = 0, 

µCV:irl) = 1, 

µ(M
1

) + µ(M 2 ) = µ(M 1 v M 2 ) whenever Ml, M 2 < ?71_ 

and Ml /\Mz = A'li'i. 

If 71/. is a Boolean algebra and µ:;,(-[O, 1] is a measure, then 

the pair (/7l, µ) is a Boolean algebra of probability masses, or a 

n1easure algebra, 
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Conditions (1) - (3) in this definition shou ld b e intu itive ly evide nt. 

Formally, they are the same conditions as those u s ed in the previous 

chapter to define a ''probability function" on a Bool ea n algeb ra. Henc e 

a measure 'Will have all the same pr opert ies as a pr oba bility function. 

It may occur to the r eade r that the precedin g definition of a 

measure algebra does not capture all the properties th a t we might 

intuitively ascribe to the idealiz ed substance that represents our 

probability. The definition does not exclude, for example, the possi

bility that a probability mass M not equal to .A.'Jn might have µ.(M) = O; 

yet intuitively a probability mass M ought always to have positive 

measure unless it contains no probability at all and hence is equal to 

lm. Another inadequacy of the pres e nt definition is the lack of any 

requirement of "additivity" for the measures of infinit e disjoint 

collections of probability masses. Later we 'Will find that we can 

impo se further conditions on measure algebras so as to correct these 

inadequaci es. The present d ef inition, though, v.,j_ll serv e us we ll in 

this chapter. 

2. Allocations of Probability 

The mathematical notion of a constraint relation still does not 

quite do full justice to the intuiti ve picture that I us e d to d erive th e axioms 

for degre es of b el ief in Chapt er 1. For in that d erivation I spoke 

repeatedly of the "total portion of belief associated with a given proposi

tion. 11 In the present vocabulary, this would be th e total p roba bility 

mass constrained to the propo sitio n; and it is not cl ear how this "tot a l 

prob ab ility mass" can be id entified in t e rms of th e constraint relation. 
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Intuitively, the " total probability mass" constrain ed to proposition 

Al{(_ would be a probability mass Ml;)( with the properties (i) M ct A 

and (ii) if M'l lf/ , then M' ct A if and only if M' ~ M. But unfortunately, 

. nothing in our mathematical definition of a con st rai nt relation requires 

the existence of such a probability mass M for each proposition A. 

We need, then, to insist that such a probability m ass Md/{ should 

exist for each Al {f. The natural way to do this is to postulate the 

existence of a mapping p:(;.--71t that assigns the appropriate M to each 

A. The constraint relation ct can th e n be defined in terms of the 

mappin g p. 

What prop ert ies should th e mapping p ha ve? As it turns out, th e 

essential properti e s of p are thos e determined by the facts that (i) No 

probability mass except l.ni is constrained to ..Aa, (ii) All the probability 

(i.e., 'Vj11 ) is constrained to Ya._, and (iii) The total probability mass 

constrained to A/'Az consists pr e cisely of the int e rsection of the total 

probability mass co n st rain ed to A
1 

and the total probability mass 

constrained to A
2

. 

Definition. A mapping p: CL-✓m from a Boolean alg eb ra of propositions a_ 

to a Boolean algebra of probability mass es IYfl is an allocation 

of prob a bility if p satisfi es th e follo w ing thr ee conditions: 

(i) p()..Q) = .A7n, 

(ii) p(Ya) =Yrn., 

(iii) p (A{' A2) = p(A l) /\.p(Az) for all Al' A2( CL 

Sinc e p(A) i s the total pr obabili t y mass constrained to A, a g i ven 

element Mlll( should be constrain e d to A if and only if M ~ p(A). It i s 
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easily demonstrated that a binary relation defin ed in this way actually 

is a constraint relation. I will refer to it as th e constraint relation 

given or specified by p. 

Theorem. Suppose p:{1--tf(is an allocation of probability. Then 

the binary relation "ct" betwe e n m and () defined by 11M ct A 

if and only if Mf: p (A) 11 is a constraint relation. 

Proof: It is necessary to establish conditions (1), (2) and (3) 

in the definition of a constraint relation. Condition (2) is 

in1mediate; and the othe:rs are iI!1.plied 1: y the three conditions 

in the definition of an allocation: (i) implies (3 ), (ii) implies 

(le) and (iii) implies (la) and (lb). 

It should be reiterated that not every constraint relation is specified 

by an allocation. But when there do es e x ist an allocation specifying a 

given constraint relation, that allocation is unique. 

Since p(A) represents the total portion of our prob ability that 

is asso c iated with th e proposition A, its measure µ(p(A)) ough t to be 

our degr e e of belief in A. H ence th e function µ op:J--[1,0] gives our 

degree of belief in th e various propositions in (}. Will µop always 

be a belief function? It ce rtainly ought to be, for the notion of an 

allocation of probability is a mathematical abstr ac tion of the ve ry intuiti ve 

picture that I us e d in deri v ing the axioms for b e li ef functions. 

Theorem. Suppo s e (11(, µ) is a B oo l ean algebra of probability masses, 

(1 is a Boolean algebra of propositions, and p: a--?IZ is an 

all o cation of probability. Then µop is a beli e f fu nction on [{. 
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(i) (µop)(.lal = µUlml = o. 

{ii) (µop)(~)=µ(~) = 1. 

{iii) Mathematically, the function µ qualifies as a 

probability function on 'Ill . Hence, according to 

section 5 of the preceding chapter, µ itself satisfies 

the inequalities for b e lief functions with e quality. And 

it is a simple consequence of the definition of an 

allocation {cf. Chapter 3, section 3) that p(A 1) £ p(A 2 ) 

whenever A
1 

£ A
2

. Similarly, µ(M 1) ~ µ(M 2 ) whenever 

M
1 
~ M

2
. Hence for any elements A 1, ... , An€ {J., 

v A ), and 
n 

= L µ(p(A.)) - ~ µ(p(A.)Ap(A.)) + 
i l i<j l J 

Sin ce it provides a mathematical representation for the intuitive 

picture underlying belief functions, the notion of an allocation of probability 

is the mathematical core of the theory of partial belief pr e sented in this 

essay. In the bulk of this theory, th e notion of an allocation will in 

fact be tak e n as basic, This seems to me to be appropriate, but it 

throws into question the adequacy of our axioms for degrees of belief. 

For it might be that some functi ons satisfying thos e axioms could not 

be represented by an allocation of probability. In fact, the axioms are 

adequate, and th ere are no such functions. In other words, if U is a 
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Boolean algebra and Bel:Cl-[O, 1] is a belief function, th e n there must 

exist a Boolean algebra of probability masses ( 1/l, µ) and an allocation 

of probability p =O-m such that Bel = µop, Most of the rest of this 

chapter is devoted to the proof of this fact. 

3. Four Examples of Allocations 

The simplest way to prove that a function Bel on a Boolean algebra 

)l_ is a belief function is usually to construct an all ocation that represents 

In this sec-de,n I will provide such cor_s tructions for the ex amples of 

belief functions that we re given in Chapter 1. 

A. The Vacuous Belief Function 

Recall that the vacuous belief function on a Boolean algebra (1 is 

Bel(A) = 

In ord e r to represent this b e lief function, we constr uct a two-elem ent 

sure alg ebra m = { l ,fll , V.77z } , wi th µ ( )_ f!i ) = 0 and µ ( 1{171 ) = 1. We 

an allocation p :{l--'1/l by 

if A =I= V:, 
~ 

if A = Ye 

easily verified that ('l)/, µ) is a measure algebra, that pis an 

of probability, and that Bel = µ op. The constnlction can be 

scribed intuiti ve ly, of cours e , by saying that all one 1 s probability is 
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committed to 1a,, while none of one's probability is committed to any 

other proposition in {). 

B. Belief Functions on a Four-Element Boolean Algebra 

In Chapter 1, we saw that when J = {A , A, A, -,r}, any function 

Bel:(t--{0, l] satisfying Bel(.J) = 0, Bel (1") = 1 and Bel (A) + Bel (A) f: 1 

s a belief function. In order to represent such a belief function, we 

require in general an eight-element measure algebra 1/J1. 

Suppose, indeed, that Bel(A) = a
1 

and Bel(A) = a 2 ; a
1 

+ a
2 

S l. 

TLen we can construct 11( by postulating first that ii{ contains disjoL1t 

probability mass M
1

, M
2 

and M
3 

with measures a 1, a 2 and l ;_ a
1 

- a
2 

respectively, and then including all the unions of pairs of these three. 

explicitly, say that ?r/ consists of: 

MO =Jm with µ(M
0

) = 0, 

Ml withµ(M
1

) = al' 

Mz with µ(M
2

) = az, 

M3 with µ(M
3

) = I - al - az, 

M4 = MlvMz 

Ms= MlvM3 

with µ(M
4

) = a
1 

+ a
2 

with µ(M
5

) = - a
2 

M 6 = M 2vM 3 with µ(M 6 ) = - al 

M
7 

= M 1vM 2vM 3 = lftl/ with µ(M
7

) = 1. 

Intuitively, 7rl consists of all the probability masses that can be 

constructed from the three "basic probability masses," M 1, 1'v1
2 

and M
3

. 

The allocation p: U--71 is given, of course, by P(.Aa.l = J_'/1/. , p(A) 

= Ml, p(A) = Mz, and p(Ya) =Y.m . Evidently, Bel= µop. 
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C. The Senate Example 

The measure algebra in this example is easy to describe 

intuitively: there are eleven disjoint basic probability masses, each 

with measure 1/11. It would be a bit tedious, though, to enumerate 

all the probability masses, for ther e are 2J1 = 2,048 of th e m. 

Suppose we number the States shown in Figure 1 of Chapter 1 

in the order they are shown there - - New Hampshire being number 1 

and New York being number 11. Then we can suppose that our i 1th 

basic probability mass, Mi, corresponds to the i'th State. The 

allocation p: J. -'/fl. can then be described by saying tra tit maps the 

proposition A = ¼:rhe Senator chosen will be in the subset A of the 

twenty-two Senators" into the probability mass formed by the union 

of all the basic probability masses corresponding to States both of 

whose Senators are in A. If ther e are k such states, the measure of 

p(A) will be k/ 11. 

D. The Kansas Example 

For this example, we need six basic probability masses and 

26 = 128 probability masses in ''r(i altogether. Five of th e basic 

probability masses, say, M
1

, ... , M 5 , have measure 1/7, while a 

sixth, say, M
6

, has measure 2/7. The allocation p: {).--7fl. can be 

described by saying that p(Ya) = Y?rl = M 1 v ... vM 6 , whereas if R is 

a proper subset of Kansas, p maps the proposition "The base will be 

located in R" into the probability mass consisting of th e union of those 

probability masses M. (i between one and five) such that the i'th 
1 

Congressional district lies within R. 
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4. The Allowment of Probability 
,,. 

Let us pause to describe the upper probability function p''' in 

terms of the allocation p. Whereas Bel(A) can be understood as the 
,,. 

measure of the total probability mass that is constrained to A, p'''(A) 

can be understood as the measure of the total probability mass that is 

not constrained away from A. For p(A) is the total probability mass 

that is constrained to A, i.e. , away from A; and its complement 

p(A) is therefore tre total probability mass that is not constrained away 

from A. And µ(p{A)) = 1 -/-1 (f{A)) = 1 - Bel(A) = P,:,(A~ 

Let (: {)- J(1 be the mapping defined by ((A) = p(A). Then 

P,:, = µo(. In the sequel we will often be interested in the upper 

probabilities of propositions and hence in the mapping (. Since ((A) 

can be described as the total probability mass that can be allowed to 

A, I will call ( an allowment. 

Suppose p: (f -'llt' is an allocation of probability. Then 

the mapping (: (< - ?r/ ~ A~p(A) will be called the allowrnent of 

probability corresponding top. 

Theorem. Suppose (: lj ➔ 7fl is an allowment of probability. Then 

(i) ((A(o) = JLm • 

(ii) ((Ya) = Y711 • 

(iii) ((AlvAz) = ((Al)v((Az) for all Al' A2( (). 
-- -- -

Proof. (i) ((Ao)= p(.A.(~) = p(YQ) = 1:;11 = -'\.]II• 

(ii) ((\a.) = p(Yi;. ) = p( ,la_) = _, L,n = 1;11 • 

(iii) ((AlvA2) = f (AlVAz) = p(A{'Az) = p(Al)Ap(Az) 

= p(A
1

) v p(A 2 ) = ((A 1) v ((A 2 ). W&I 
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5. Some Simple Consequenc e s of the Axioms 

Our present task is to justify the claim that the axioms for d eg rees 

of belief actually force conformity with the intuitiv e picture in v olving 

allocations of probability. Our first step will be to ex plore some of th e 

immediate cons e quences of those a x ioms. 

First, let us verify that a belief function Bel: (l_ -[o, 1] does 

indeed obey the rule of monotonicity, i.e., that it satisfies Bel(A) S Bel(B) 

A, Bl {l and AS B. To do so, we need only substit~te A and 

and A
2 

in a x iom III for n = 2, obtaining 

Bel (Av(B-A))2: Bel (A)+ Bel (B-A) - Bel (AA(B-A)), 

Bel(B) 2: Bel(A) + Bel(B-A). 

Secondly, let us in ve stigate in detail th e quantities 

n+l 
f3(A

1
, ... , A ) = I Bel(A.) - I Bel(A.AA.) + ... + (-1) Bel(A

1
A ... AAn) 

n i 1 i< j 1 J 

for various coll e ctio ns {A
1

, ... , An} of e lem e nt s of a. Ob v iously, 

{3(A 1, ... , An) depends only on the collection, {A 1, ... , An}• and not 

on the ord e r of the A . . According to our intuitive interpr e tati on, 
1 

{3(A
1

, ..• , An) should m ea sur e the total probability that is constr ained 

to at l eas t one of th e A., and one can easily adduce many conditions th a t 
1 

the quantiti es f3 (A
1

, ... , A ) should satisfy if they are to conform to 
. n 

this intuiti ve int e rpr eta tion. For exarnpl e , th ey ·will hav e to satisfy 

for all collections {Al' ... , An+ iJ C U . 

Actually, (1) is eas ily deduced fr om the formula 

(1) 
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(2) 

which in turn follows from a simple calculation: 

f3(A
1

, .•. , A +l)=IBel(A.) - 2 Bel(A.AA.) + 2 Bel(A.AA.AAk) - +.,. 
n i 1 i<j 1 J i<j<k 1 J 

= ( I Bel(A.) - I Bel(A.AA.) + I Bel(A.AA.AAk) - + . . . ) 
i:s:n 

1 
i<j~n 

1 
J i<j <k::;n 

1 
J 

+ (Bel(An+l) - I Bel(A.AA +l) + IBel(A .AA.AA +I ·)-+ .•• 
·.::- 1 n . '< 1 J n 1-n l<J_n 

To deduce (1) from (2), we need only use the rule of monotonicity and 

axiom Ill to conclude that 

/3(An+l) = Bel(An + l) ~Bel((A 1AAn+l)v ... v(Aif'An+l))~ /3(A 1AAn+l' ... , 

An/\An+l). 

Of course, formula (2) itself has a simple intuitive interpretation; it says 

that the measure of the probability constrained to one of the A., i = 1, 
1 

• , . , n+l, is equal to the measure .of the probability constrained to one of 

the first n A. plus the measure of the probability constrained to A 
1

, 
1 n+ 

less the measure of that probability which is constrained to both A 
1 

and 
n+ 

one of the first n A. and thus is counted twice. 
1 

If the ele1nent An+l were actually a subelement of one of the elements 

... , A , say, A +l < A , then any probability constrained to A 
1 n n - n n+ 

would already be constrained to A , and it would seem that equality should n 

This is obviously true for n = 1, for if A
2 
~ A 1, _then 
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And it follows for larger values of n by induction: if it is true for n ~ k-1, 

... , k, and 

= 

and from (2) it follows that 

It follows from (1) that whenever {A 1, ... , An}c{B 1 , ... , Brn}C~, 

/3(A
1

, ... , An)~ f3(B 1, ... , Bm). Actually this inequality will hold 

even when { A 1 , ... , An} is not con tain ed in { B 1, 

that £or each Ai c { A 1 , . . . , An } there is a B j c { B 1 , 

... ' 

... , 

provided 

such that 

A.< B.. For if the A. are subelern.ents of the B. in this fashion, then it 
1 - J 1 J 

follows from the preceding paragraph that /3(B 1 , ... , Bm) = f3(B 1, ... , 

Bm' A 1, ... , An), and since {A 1 , ... , An}C{B 1, ... , Bm, A 1 , ... , An}' 

... , . . . , A ) . 
n 

If two collections ... , 

in the fashion just d e scribed, i.e., if for each A. there is a B. such that 
1 J 
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Ai $ Bj, then it is convenient to say that {B 1, ... , Bm} majorizes 

{A
1

, .. , An}. In this vocabulary, the assertion of the preceding paragraph 

is simply that /3(A
1

, ... , An)~ {3 (B 1, .•. , Bm) whenever {A 1, ... , An~ is 

majorized by {B
1

, ... , Br:n}· Similarly, {3(A 1 , ... , An) = {3(B 1, ... , Bm) 

whenever {A
1

, ... , An} and { B 1, ... , Bm} majorize each other. 

The following proposition may strike the reader as a bit too technical 

to provide any further insight into belief functions, but it will be useful 

to us later. 

Theorem. Suppose {A
1

, ... , An} , {B 1 , ... , Bm} and {c1 , ... , Ck} 

are finite subsets of a. Suppose further that {Bl' ... , Bm} 

rn.ajorizes {A
1

, ... , An}' and that {A 1, ... , An} majorizes 

{ B {'Ci, ... , Bm/\Cd for each i, i = 1, ... , k. Then 

{3(Bl' ... 'Bm) - f3(Al, ... 'An)= {3(Bl' ... , Bm' Cl' ... ' Ck) 

- f3(Al' ... 'An' Cl, ... ' Ck). 

Proof. It suffices to prove the proposition fork= 1, i.e., for 

the case where {c 1, ... , Ck} = {c }· By (2), 

... , Bm' C) = {3(B 1 , ... , Bm) +{3(C) - f3(B{'C, ... , BmAC), 

. . . ' A , C) = {3(A
1

, ... , A ) + {3(C) - {3(A 1AC, ... , A AC) . 
n n n 

Subtraction of the second equation from. the first gives the desired 

result provided that 

{3(B
1

AC, ... , B /\ C) = /3 (A
1
AC, ... , A AC). 

n1. n 

But this equation does hold, for it follows from the hypotheses of 

majorize each other. 
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6. The Representation Theorem: Finite Case 

Theor em . Suppose (j is a finite Boolean algebra and B el : (l ~[o, l] is 

a b e lief function. Then there ex ists a Boolean algebra of probability 

masses (iii'.,µ) and an all oc ati on of probability p: e,l --11: such that 

Bel =µop, 

In order to prove this theorem, I w ill construct th e measure algebra 

a field of subsets. (See Chapter 3, section 6) More precisely, I 

will take 711. to be th e field of all subsets of :[ = {l- f JU}, and define a 

constraint relation between 1n and Q by saying that Mis constrained to 

A if and only if A I SA for ea ch A 1 (M. This is indeed a constraint relation, 

and it is given by th e allocation p: r) --Jrt= A-:,,{A 1 IA 1 ~A, A'=f:__;Lct}. 

In order to defin e the measure µ on ?l/, first define the basic 
....., 

mAforeachA(J by 

A are all the proper sub e lem en ts of A, and f3 is d ef ined 
n 

section 5. The function µ is th en defined by 

the quantities mA are non-negative, µ is evidently n on-negative and 

; in order to show thatµ is a measure on ill, it th erefore suffices 

This, however, is merely a special cas e of the 

Bel(A) = µ(p( A )), which we need to es t ablish in general. 

In order to verify th at Bel(A) = µ(p(A)), it is conveni e nt to app ea l 

the fact that (t is isomorphic to th e field of a ll subsets of th e se t } 

atomic proposition s of {( . (See Chapter 3, section 6.) Thinking of 
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each element A of a as a subset of J, let c(A) denote its cardinality, 

and set Par(A) = (-l)c(A)_ In other words, the parity of A is taken to be 

+l if A has an even number of elements and -1 if A has an odd number of 

elements. Considering a fixed non-zero element A of ((, denote as 

.. , A the proper subelements of A. Now, in general 
n before by A 1 , 

n = 2c(A) - 1. Exactly c (A) of the elements A 1, ... , An, on the other 

hand, will obey c(A.) = c(A) - l; if we suppose that these are the first 
1 

c(A), then {A
1

, ... , An} is majorized by {A 1, ... , Ac(A)}· Hence 

f3(A 1, ... , An)= f3(A 1, ... , Ac(A)). Now 

f3 (Al' ... , A (A)) = L Bel(A.) - L Bel(A.nA.) + - ... + 
c i<c(A) 1 i<j.'.Sc(A) 

1 
J 

c(A)+l + (-1) Bel(A 1 n ... nAc(A)) 

and it is easily seen that for each i, i = 1, ... , n Bel(A.) occurs exactly 
1 

once in the right-hand side of this equation, with sign equal to 

Par(A - A.) = Par(A) · Par(A.). Hence 
1 1 

and 

f3(A
1

, ... , Ac(A)) = - Par(A) L Bel(A') Par(A'), 
A' <A, A=!= A 

mA = Bel(A) - {3(A 1 , .. , A(A)) = Par(A) L Bel(A') Par(A'). 
C A'~A 

' 
With this expression for mA, it is easy to verify that 

Bel(A) = µ(P(A)): Setting m..A. = 0, we can write 

µ(p(A)) = µ({A' IA'CA, A' =f=]L}) 

= L mA, = L mA' 
A '(..A, A' =/=A. A'~A 

= L Par(A') ( L Bel(A'') Par(A")) 
A'~A A"~A' 
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L Bel(A") Par(A' 1) 
All~A 

Par(A')= (l-l)c(A'
1
)- c(A ) Par(A) = 

A11$;.Al~A 

Par(A')). 

{ 

0 

Par(A) 

if A =fo A' 1 

if A = A" 

Hence 

µ (p(A)) = Bel(A). 

7. Measures on Semifi e ld s of Subsets 

In order to p rove our r epresenta tion theore m in th e gener al case, 

we need to know how to extend a measu r e from a semifield to a field of 

subsets. The expos ition in thi s section is adapted from Kolmogorov and 

Fomin, pp. 1 7 -22. 

D efinition . A non-empty co ll ection t of su b sets of a non-e 1np t y set ,J 

is called a semifield of sL1bsets of J if it satis fies the fo llowin g 

condi tions : 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

t contains the empty set ¢ . 

£ con t ains the set J its elf . 

v I] 
If A, B ( e, , then AnB ( v . 

(i v ) If A and A
1
CA are both e l ements oft_, then 

n 

A= U 
i=l 

A., 
1 

w her e th e sets A. ar e p airwise disjoint elem en ts of t , and the 
1 

first of th e sets Ai is th e g i ven set A 1 . 
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The following example will make condition (iv) more intuitively 

accessible: Let j be a rectangle in the plane whose sides are parallel 

,) 
to the coordinate axes and let (, consist of the empty set I>. together 

with all the rectangles that are contained in) and whose sides are also 

parallel to the coordinate axes. Then [ will be a semifi e ld of subsets 

of J. 
Suppose that C is a semifield of subsets of ,Y, and denote by ;J: 

the collection of subsets of } of the form 

n 

A = U 
i= 1 

A., 
1 

n is a positive integeY- , and the A. 1 
are pairwise disjoint elements 

where 

of { Then it is easily shown that lfi is a field, 

rr 
i.e., that f is closed 

under union, intersection and complementation. In prder to show that 
~ ~ 
•f' is closed under intersection, for example, note that if A, Bf J,, then 

n 
A= U A. for some pairwise disjoint elements A 1, ... , 

r7 
A of C and 

n 

i= 1 
1 

B = LJ B; for some pairwise disjoint elements B 1 , ... , Bm of£. So 

j=l 
n m n m 

An B = ( u A. ) n ( u B.) = 
i= 1 1 j = 1 J 

l) LJ (A.nB.). 
i= 1 j = 1 

1 
J 

f 
But the A.nB. are certainly pairwise disjoint and are all in ., , by clause 

1 J 
Hence AnB is an el ern.ent of J,. 

(iii) of the definition of a semifield. 

On the other hand, it is evident that any field of subsets of J that 

contains t must contain r; hence l must be the smallest field of subsets 

of ) containing £, which is sometimes called the field of subsets of J 

generated by f. We are led, therefore, to the following theorem. 
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If l is a semifield of subsets of J, then the field of 

subsets of j generated by [ consists of those subsets of J that 

admit of a disjoirit r1a ctition into elements of ~·. 

We are now prepared to attack the problem oi c xtel'l ding 2. 

A function µ: -[O, oo] on a semifield { of subsets of a 

is a measure if whenever 

J A. 
A = {= l 1 

is a finite partition of A, and A, A 1, ... , An ( [, 

n 

µ(A) = ~ 
i= 1 

µ(A.). 
1 

It is eas ily seen that ifµ is a measure, then µ(c/>) = 0. Hence if 

actually a fie ld and µ(]) = 1, then the measureµ satisfies the usual 

s: µ(t/i) = 0, µ()) = 1 and µ(s
1
us 2 ) = µ(S 1) + µ(S 2 ) whenever s1ns 2 = </J. 

If f is a semifield of subsets of j, and µ :£-[o, oo] is a 

measure, then µ has a unique ex tension to a measure on the field 

J generated by [. 
/;"' 

Proof: According to the preceding theorem, any e l etnent A( J adn1its 

of a finite partition A = L) A. into elements of t, . D e fine a function 
1 1 ,._, 

v:J -[o, oo] by 

v (A) = ~f-(Ai). 
1 

In order t o see that the va lu e v (A ) is independ e nt of the partition, 
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notice that if A = V B. is another partition of A into elements of [, 
J J 

= \/ (A.nB.) and B. = V (A.nB.) are partitions then since A. 
1 J 1 J J 1 1 J 

elements A. and B. into pairwise disjoint elements of t, 
1 J 

Lµ(A.) = L 
i l i 

µ ( l/(A.nB.)) = 
J 1 J 

= L µ ( V (A.nB.)) = 
. 1 1 J 
J 

LL 
i j 

µ {A.nB.) 
1 J 

L µ(B.). 
. J 
J 

of the 

,.-( 

The additivity of 11 for elements of j. is evident, so 11 is indeed a 

n1.easure on Y, To see that 11 :s the unique m ·.:!asure on ;J; that extends 

µ, notice that if 11' were another measure on c;{ that agreed withµ on f, 

then 11' would have to satisfy 

v'{A) = Lv'(A.) = Lv(A.) = 11(A) 
. 1 . · 1 
1 1 

for any element A of :+ admitting a finite partition into elements A. 1 

of[. 

8. The Representation Theorem: General Case 

Theorem. Suppose Bel: (l-[O, 1] is a belief function. Then there 

exists a measure algebra (Ill,µ) and an allocation p: (I_ m such 

that Be 1 = µ o p . 

The re st of this section is devoted to the proof. of this theorem. 

The corresponding theorem in the finite case was proven by constructing 

7Jt as the field of all subsets of the set of non-zero elements of{{_. In the 

present proof, we will have to content ourselves with a smaller field of 

subsets of that set. 
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LetT= {l _ (J\tl], and for each non-empty finite subset eof 
{lset 

R(t) = (AfA~cJ; A ::SC for some Cf; eJc({, 

and set 

where A
1

, ... , An are the elements of l and ~ (A 1, ... , An) is defined 

as in section 5. If C, = i/>, set R(e) = 6 and ~(e,_) = 0. Set 

r/( = (R '(tdeca;Cfinite]. 

There is a natural way to map (l into;€; one simply maps A to R((A } ). 

The strategy of this proof will be to develop this mapping into an allocation 

by extending 'fc to a field of subsets of~ and using the quantities ~ (e) to 

define a measure on that field. 

Throughout this proof, the letters C, LJ, s!J and ,Atwill always 

denote finite subsets of Cl,, and the letters A, C and D will always denote 

of ct~ e A will denote the finite subset of {lgiven by 

eA = ( A I\ C I C e e L 
{a.;$ will denote the finite subset of Ct given by 

e»IJ, = (CAD I cee)Dec& }. 

e»JJ= J}a G and Ga (A} = ~- Notice also that a distributive 

law holds for a and U : 
(euk) Nii = ( e NJ/) u (.;& » :£}). 

Let us say that e majorizes .{j if for each non-zero De.£; there 

exists an element C € e such that D :s; C. I will use the notation 11d}o: e, I I 

· to indicate that e majorizes c(). The following facts follow from section 5: 
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(1) If cbat, then OS ~ (#) S p (e_,) S 1. 

(2) p (Cu(A}) = ~(e) + p ({A}) - ~(eA). 

(3) If ,X;;t"O' C, and eA a);- for each A sb, then 

Now it is obvious that R(,9-)CR(e) if and only ifc,1'a e. This implies 

in particular that if R(.,0) = R(e}, then P (At)= ~(8. So we can define a 

mapping 

by setting 

Now the collection f<_of subsets of,{)._,,,is closed under the operations 

of union and inters ection . As a matt e r of fact, 

R (e)uR Cc1~!) = R (Cu"Ol 

and 

Notice that these relations imply in p articu lar that 

R(t,) - R(~) = R(CU-<9) - R(;0) = R(C) - R(CNfl) for all 

finite subsets f,, vCr of&-. 

Our first step in enlar ging 7t'., will be to include all diff ere nces. Set: 

Notice that if E = R(l) - R(:KY) is inG, then E can als o be e.},.-pressed in the 

form E = R (t✓ U,{}) - R 061), Hence every e l eme nt of C is of the form 

R
1 

- R
2 

where R
2

CR 
1

, i.e. , of the form R (C:) - R (,t_(,1}, wh ere d}o: [,. 
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Lemma 1. C is a semifie ld of subsets of.':/. 

Proof: 

Then 

is in {. 

{i) r/-, = R(r/-,) - R(r/-,) is inl. 

{ii) ;J' = R((V}) - R(r/-,) is int'. 

(iii) Suppose El= R(C: 1) - R(df') and E 2 = R(½) - R(.t9 2) 
. ~ 

are 1nu. 

ElnEz = (R( el )nR(4))n(R(t:z)nRWz)) 

= (R ( ½ )nR ( ½ ))nR (~ )UR ( ct~ ) 

- R(e'.lN t'z)nR(Jfiu./::z) 

= R ( C,1 N ½) -R (,liu~ 2 ) 

(iv) Suppose El= R(G1) - R(,l\) and Ez = R(Cz) - R(~z) 

are inf, and E
1
CE

2
. Then one may assume tha t 

R(ti\)CR(C 1 ), so that 

Will be a disjoint partition of E\. Then 

will also be a disjoint partition. But 

is in{, and 

E
2

nR( l;_) = R(c 2 )nR(~)nR(c :.:,1) 

= R({z)nR(~ut 1 ) 
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is inC, so we have expressed E 2 - E 1 as a disjoint partition of elements 

of [, as required. iZZZZJ 

Lemma 2. If ,J{)-ae a nd (R(f,) - R,(;6-))nR(b') = 6, then 

(i) R(t:Uh) - R(.,&UJJ) = R({,) - Rk)) 

and (ii) f, ((: \JJj) - 13 W-UJ./) = 13 (e) - i3 {;&). 

Proof. From the hypothesis it immediately fo11ows that 

(R(t)UR(~)) - (R(t1t1UR(~)) = R(e) - R(,8), 

whence (i). Consider now any elements CE:C:,and AE:;:J. If O\A=/=A, 

then C/\A is in both R(t'..) and R(/41), and hence must be in R~); 

hence there must exist an element DE:ve,such tha t C/\A :S D. If C /\ A 

= ...A_, on the other hand, then C /\ A :S D for any Ds.6. 

eA a):; for all A e-:.J, and (ii) follows from (3) abov e . 

Lemma 3. If c(}a e, J/ a _,2/, and 

R( C ) - RW) = R(-$,) - R(xi), 

then l3(e) - 13(8-) = 13 (r/1) - ~ (M, 

In any cas e , 

Proof: Since R (?/) n(R (~'1) - R (Jj-)) = 6, the hypothesis of the lemma 

implies that R(}V)n(R(e) - R(10)) = 6. By L emma 2, 

(i) R(e.) - RG(,"Q} = R(t'..-U}/) - R(~Ull) 

and (ii) ~( e_) - ~ (-O) = 13(eU}J) - 13(::&UJ.i). 

Symmetric &11 y, 

(iii) R(J;) ~ . R(?) = R(4'LW) - R(~U:9-) 

and (iv) 13(,.l1) - 13(;v) = i3(~U.~ - l3(J,iU,!). 

It follows from (i), (iii) and the hypothesis of th e lemm a that 

R U;U.t-) - R W L:.f-) = R (t'., U~) - RC-OU}+), 

whence RG£.1u~) = R( e U,4-), Hence 13Gbu~) = 13(c'.U}/). From (i i ) 
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and (iv) it then follows that 

~ 
Lemm a 4. If c!) a f!. and (R(t',) - R(A)))CR('(}), then 

(i) R ( t .0 ;l1) - R (.{) .© 5V) = R ( e,) - R (it'JI) 

and (ii) 13 (C,.si&) - ~ W Nib')=~ (e,) - 13 b9-). 
Proof: From the hypothesis it immediately follows that 

whence (i). The second relation then follows by lemma 3. 

Every element of l can be written in the form R (£'._.) - R (/j), % th 

J&ae; and according to lemma 3, ~(f) - ~(,,e--) does not depend on the 

choice of e and/4-. Hence a function b: e, .... [o, l] may be defined by setting 

b(E) == ~(e) - ~(c~) when E = R(e) - R(t6} and J-O!e. The function bis 

obviously an extension of the function b 0 : 0_ -[ 0, 1 ]. 

~ r~~ ( 
Now let /J1. be the field of subsets of d gen e rated by(~, an d d ef ine 

a mapping p: (l- Jr? by P (A) =- R ( (A }). It is easily verified that 

( i) p (V) = R ( ( V} ) =(/ . 

(ii) p(J\)=R([AJ)=r/;. 

(iii) p(AlnA2) = R({AlnAz}) = R({Al} .0 (AZ} = R((Al })nR([A2}) 

= p(Al)np(Az). 

Hence p is a non-singular allocation. Furthermore, for each AecL, 

Bel(A) =~((A})= b(R((A})) = b(p(A)). Hence if b could be ex ten ded to a 

measure µ, on 7J1, then Bel would be the belief function induced by the 

alloca t ion p into the probability a l ge bra(»f, µ ), and th e proof wou ld be 

complete. But we le a rned in section 5 that b can be extended to a probability 

-c! 
function µ, on1J7 pro v ided that bis a n1easure on L,. Hence our only remain-

ing task is to show that b is a me a sure. 
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In order to show that b is a measure, one must show that if 

E = E
1
u ... UEn is a disjoint partition of E and if E, E 1, ... , Enel, 

n 
then b(E) = I: 6 (E.). In order to carry out such a demonstration, let 

i= 1 
1 

us fix E and the E. and express them in the form 
1 

E = R (c'.,) - R(,,C-) 

and 

E. = R(e.) - R(.,e) 
1 1 1 

f o r i = 1 , • . • , n . We may assume that,,/; a C and .£.a [., for i = 1, ... , n. 
1 1 

We may also assume that l,,. at, 
1 

then the (,. and the :"f). could be 
1 1 

respectively. 

Set 

and set 

for i = 1, ... , n, for if this did not hold 

replaced by the sets 

'r= {AJ"''· .. AAnln:2:l and Al, ... ' Anet(]. 

lr ') ,,; ~ 0 ? ,,, , 
Then r is finite, ryC (/, /;a C, and /1 is closed under conjunctions, 

i.e. , if A and A I are in Y, then AAA I is in?~ The partial ordering that 

'Yinherits fron1-a(see Chapter 3, section 1) can be extended to a total 

ordering on.,..,/, i.e. , the elements of 'Vcan be indexed V 1 , ••. , V r so 

that if Vs S Vt' then s St. Suppose this is done, and set ~ = (vtl tS sJ 

fo r s = 1, . . . , r . Set V = c/J. 
0 

F o r ea ch s , s = 1 , . . . , r, set 

and 
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Lemma 5. For each s, s = 1, . .. , r, there exists an integer k between 

1 and n such that RsCEk. 

Proof: Since R(~U }~) = R(.,(.f U 1:_1)UR([Vs}), 

R = R ( { V } ) - R ( 0 U ,,~ l ) • 
S S /V S-

If R = c/J, then the conclusion of th e lemma follows trivially, so it 
s 

may be suppos ed that R =/:-(/;. In this case, V must be in R and 
s s s 

hence in E. Let K be the int eger for which Vs E: EK. Then there must 

exist an element CE: ,OK such that V :S C, but V cannot satisfy V -S. V 
' l-, X S S 

also be in EK. 

We must now show that any other element As R rnust 
s 

But if A€ R , then A satisfies A-s.V -S. C and fails to 
s s 

satisfy A-S. Vt for any othe r element Vt such that t < s. Since CE:(:., K' 

A E:R(eK)' and it suffices to show that Ar- R(.:,91<.;) -- i.e., thatA -S.D 

does not hold for any D € c(}K. 

Let us suppose that A -S. D doe s ho ld fo r a given Ds ,,,.S)
1
, and 

d e rive a contradiction . Indeed, if A -S. D, then AS V /\ D. But since 
s 

V sEK ' V -S.D does not hold, and hence V AD nrnst be a proper sub-
s s s 

element of Vs and is th e refore equal to Vt for some t < s . Since we 

have A -S. Vt for some t su ch that t < s , this is our contradiction. E2Z2J 

It follows from lemma 5 that the set [ 1, •.. , r} can be partitioned 

n disjoint sets N
1

, ... , N such that R CE. if ss N .• 
n s 1 1 

If sE: N., then R CE. and R( ~.)nR = q; and R CR( P .), so successive 
1 s 1 1 s s v1 

applications of lemmas 2 and 4 result in 

R = R ( ( ,t U r8-. U Y ) N l. ) - R ( (.,,$ U o&-U 1r 1 ) N e, . ) 
s 1 s 1 1 Ys - 1 

and 
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If, on the othe r hand, s t N., then either R = ¢ or R is n o t contained in 
l S S 

E.. In either case, 
1 

<I> = R nE. 
S 1 

= (R(.{}u'Y.) - R(A_9uY 1))n(R(C.) - R(.:{J.)) 
S S - l 1 

= R((/2u,Ys) ia ei) - R (hU/2,;uYs _1) 

= R((,{3u ,.G.LJ-J/- ) Ne.) - R((~U/\.U '),r 
1

) N (:,,.). 
tA'1 fs 1 /01 Ys- 1 

Hence the quantity 

is eaual to ~ if s sN . and zero ifs ¢ N .. Consequently, 

hence 

S l 1 

L ~s = 
SE: N. 

1 

r 

s~l (f3((/4U4Ufs) N ti) - f3((,,t-Ud,,iU Ys-1) N ei)) 

= f3 ( ( r,(j, U .h t-l V r ) N e, i) - i3 ( ( /2 u .C.:,_ u Yo ) r& e i) 
= f3( C.) - i3( (\ .) = b(E. ). 

1 !'J 1 1 

On the o the r hand, 

= f3 ,1c1 u r ) - f3 ( A ) = r ( e ) - 13 w ) = b ( E); 
r 

r r r L b(E . ) = ) L p = L i3 s = b(E), 
i = 1 1 r=1. s e:N . s s = 1 

1 

and b is indeed a measure on l. Thi s completes the proof o f the theor en1 . 
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9. The Constraint Mapping 

Recall that an allocation of probability p:(L--7Jl is said to specify 

the constraint r elat ion "ct" between 1'1it'and c2.,whenev er " M ct A " is 

equivalent to MS p(A). Obviously, p and ct are two diff e r en t ways of 

conveying exactly the same information, but our attention is concentrated 

on p whenever we attend to a particular proposition As {land ask about the 

probability that is constrained to A. For p (A) is the "largest" probability 

mass constrained to A, in the sense that the probability masses constrained 

to A are precisely those which are sub elements of p (A). 

But suppose we fix our attention on a particular probability mass 

Me 71/.and contemplate all the elements of tl to which Mis constrained. 

Then there may or may not be a "smallest" element 11.(M) among these. In 

other words, there may or may not be an element 11.(M) e {l such that Mis 

constrained to any given element A e Cl if c3,r:d only if ,\.(,M) ~ A. If there is 

such an element ii. (M) E: Ll for each Msf!7, then I will call the mapping 

11.:177-- {[:M·0),(M) th e constraint m ·apping for p and ct; for the mapping ,\ 

will specify th e "tightest" constraint for each probability mass. 

The following definition lists the properties of constraint mappings. 

Definition. Suppose {(is a Boolean alge bra of propositi ons and 71lis a 

Boolean algebra of probability mass es. Then a mapping A :711--cL 

is a constraint mapping if 

(i) A ( J\.,~ = -A,{: 
(ii) If 11.(M) =.Aa., then _M =-;l>n

(iii) A(M
1

VM
2

) = i\.(M
1

) V 11.(M2 ). 

One immediate consequence of rule (iii) in this d e finition is that a 

constraint mapping A is monotone, i.e. ;\ (Ml)~ A(Mz) wheneve r M1 S Mz. 
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(See Chapter 3, section 3 belo w .) This formal definition for constraint 

mappings is justified by the two following propositi ons . 

Theorem. Suppose ct is a c ons traint relation betw een a Boolean algebra 

of probability mass es 'J11 and a Boo l e an al ge bra of propos iti ons {JL 

And suppose "A.:JJ?--<Z is a mapping such that M ct A if and o nly if 

A (M} S A. Then A is a constraint mapping. 

Proo£: (i) By rule (2c) for constraint relati o ns, -A,rt _A,CU 

Hence we must have "A.(...tl.7>! sA 1v or A(¼ =_A_a:.. 

(ii) I£ 11.(M) =A<.1! the M ct_jl Hence, by rule (3) 

for constraint relations, M = _/'Lt?( 
(iii) By hypothesis, M

1 
and M

2 
are both con s trained to 

a proposition A if and only if A (M
1

) V A (M 2 ) SA. But from rules 

(2a) and (2b) for constraint r el a tions , M 1 and M 2 are both constrain e d 

to A i f and on l y if M
1 

VM
2 

i s constra ined t o A. Hence M 1 VM 2 1s 

const rain ed t o a proposition A i f and only if A(M 1 )VA(M 2 ) SA . 

Theorem. Sup pose "A.:·J-7:--CL is a cons traint mappin g . Then the binary 

relati on 11 ct 11 between mand cz_define d by 11 M ct A if and only if 

A(M) SA" is a constraint relation. (I will call this th e cons traint 

relati o n given by A,} 

Proof: It is necessary to es tablish condition s (1), (2) and (3) in 

the d efinitio n of a constraint relation. Conditi on ( 1) is inunediate; 

and th e o thers are implie d by the three conditi ons in the definition 

of a constraint mapping: (i) im p li es (2c), (ii) imp li e s (3), (iii) 

impli es (2b), a nd th e monotonicity of A impli es (2a). 
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It should be reiterated that constraint mappings do not always exist, 

even when an allocation of probability does. In oth e r words, if a constraint 

relation ct between ·'JJ1 and {l, is given directly or by means of an allocation, 

p: [R_,_,,..7J7, then there does not necessarily exist a constraint rn.apping 

11.:71?_.. CL which gives ct. I£ such a constraint mapping t, does exist, though, 

it is nece ss arily unique. 

Theorem. Suppose «is a finite Boolean algebra of propositions, m_ 

is a Boolean algebra of probability masses, and ct is a constraint 

relation between '1J1 and fl. Then a constraint mapping r.. exists 

for ct. 

Proo£; We can define A as follows. For each M€ lJ/, let A 1 , .•. , An 

be all the elements of a to which M is constrained - - by rule ( 1 c) 

for constraint relations there is at least one of these, and since 

Cl_ is finite there can only be a finite number of them. Let .\.(M) 

equal to A
1
/\ .•. /\An. It th en follows from rule (lb) for constraint 

relations that M ct A(M); h ence for any A € Cl, M ct A if and only if 

A(M) :S: A. It follows from the first theorem in this section that A 

is a constraint mapping. 

In the preceding section we b eg an with an arbitrary belief function 

on an arbitrary Boolean algebra of propositions Cl and constructed an 

allocation p: a.-7Y('that gave that belie£ function. It is natural to ask 

whether a constraint mapping A :'JJt-u_ exists f.orthe allocation p so con

structed. 

The answer is that a constraint n, apping does exist. Indeed, if 

. M€7J'/.., then Mis the union of a finit e number of disjoint subsets ofd/ 

of the form R(f . ) - R(.,6l.) with ~- a e .. Suppose, ind eed , the 
1 1 1 1 
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n 

M = U (R( l,) - R(;8.)), where j}. at. and the R(C.) - R~.) are 
i= 1 l l l 1 1 1 

disjoint. For each i, i = 1, ..• , n, set e1• equal to the subset of C,. 
l l 

consisting of elements not majorized by l\; i.e., set 

e'. = /'. - {clc E: e. and cs: D for some D €,,& .J. 
1 L 1 1 1 

Then 

R( (:.) - R(.,&.) = R( e,1 .) - R(J}.). 
1 1 1 1 

n 
U l'·· Then 6is a finite subset of Cl-, and ecM. Set A(M) 
i= 1 1 

Set f_,= 

equal to the disjunction of all the elements of e. In other words, index the 

elements of e say c
1

, ••• , Ck, and set A(M) = c 1v ••. VCK. If e= ,I, 
set A(M) =~ Then [A(M)J majorizes {!.,, and 

Hence M ct A (M), and M ct A for all A such that A (M) :CS: A. On the other 

hand, if Ae Q and M ct A, then e CMCo (A) = R( [A]). This implies that 

} majorizesC,, whence A (M) S: A. Hence an elen1ent A of 0~ satisfies 

ct A if and only if A(M) S: A. Thus the mapping A:77(-+([:M~A(M) 

indeed a constraint mapping ro rresponding to the constraint relation 

en 'J) land fL. 

10. Toward a Better Representation of our Probability 

We have now arrived at the conclusion that any belief function on 

a Boolean algebra a_ can be represented by an allocation p: {l-► ?J? that 

maps a._into a "measure algebra" //(__, But as I rernarked in section 1, 

our formal definition of a measure algebra falls somewhat short of 

imposing all the properties that we might \Vant our idealized "probability" 
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The following three properties are the most important of the 

additional properties that we might want to require of (1J?, µ): 

(i) Positivity: If Me 7J1 and M 1= J1'--;1?7, then M ought to have 

measure: µ(M) > O. 

(ii) Completeness: If [M
1
)yeI' is any collection of elements of 

m._, then there ought to be an element of//( representing their 

union and another representing their intersection. 

(iii) Complete Additivity: Suppose ( M) ye f is a disjoint collection 

of ele1nents of?J?.. In other words, suppose M,/\M ,y 1 =~!l_h?for 

all distincts pairs, y, y 1 in r. Then the measure of their union 

ought to be equal to .E µ (M ). 
y ,,. 

These three properties may seem to o strong for us to expect that 

measure algebra rJ'/. should have them. But in fact -i.ve can always 

arrange that Jr/ should have th em . 

Unfortunately, though, the demonstration of this fact can hardly be 

carried out without a more thorough knowledge of the mathematics of 

Hence we must turn to an exarnination of the theory 

and Boolean algebras, an examination that is already long 
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ER 3. THE THEORY OF BOOLEAN ALGEBRAS 

This chapter is intended as a brief and sketchy introduction to 

abstract theory of Boolean algebras. Almost ali its vocabulary, 

assertions and theorems are standard in that theory. For a more thorough 

study of the subject, the reader may wish to consult Garrett Birkhoff' s 

Lattice Theory, Roman Sikorski' s Boolean Algebras, or Paul Halmos' 

Boolean Algebras. 

1. Partially Ordered Sets 

A binary relation between two sets Q and ~ is a subs et r of the 

ian product (lx 6J . If (A, B) e: r, then one says that the binary 

r holds between A and B, and one writes "A r B." A binary 

"S " betw ee n a set Q and itself is called a partial ordering if 

( 1) A S A £or all A E: ()_. 

(2) If AS B and BS C, then AS C. 

(3) IfASBandBSA, thenA=B. 

a non-empty set has associated with it a partial ordering, then it is 

called a partially ordered set. If A and Bare in a partially ordered set 

and A :5 B, then A is said to minorize B or to be a subelement of B, while 

said to majorize A. If AS B, and A =/:-B, then one writes A < B and 

that A is a proper subelement of B. 

Examples of partially ordered sets abound in mathernatics. For 

· example, any set (l of sets becom e s a partially ordered set if it is 

endowed with the partial ordering 
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:S = ((A, B) IA, B € (}_; ACB}, 

i.e., if it is partially ordered by set inclusion. Other examples are 

provided by the usual 11less than or equal" orderings of numbers. 

A partial ordering :S on a set o_ is a total ordering if for every 

pair A, B E: (1, either A :S B or B :SA. 

Theorem. A partial ordering on a finite set can always be extended 

to a total ordering. More explicitly, if :S is a partial ordering 
0 

on a finite set{}_, then there is a total ordering :Son tl-such that 

<C< -0 -• 

Proof: Suppose :S is not a total orderi:.:ig on lj. Then let A, B 
0 

be elements of (2 such that neither A :SB nor B :S A. Then set 

It is easily verified that :S
1 

is a partial or de rin g on (} and that 

A:S 1 B. 

Hence a partial o rderin g can always be extended t o make a g iven 

11:non-comparable" pair co1nparable. Since (1 i s finit e , o ne can 

have only a fini te nurr1ber, say n, of non-comparable pairs; hence 

the theore m follows by inducti on. 

If C is a 

most one 

subset of a partially o rdered set J., th en there can be at 

element CE f'. such th a t for all BE e, C :SB. For if there 

were two such e le men ts C 
1 

and c
2 

in C , then they would satisfy C 1 :S 

c
2 

and c
2 

:S c
1 

and hence, by (3), c
1 

= c 2 . If such an element 

does ex ist it is, quite natu ra lly, called the l ea st e l eme nt of E . 
Similarly, e mayor may not have 3. greatest e l ement -- i.e., 

an element C € E such th at for a ll B e: L, B :S C; but if there is such 
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an element, it is unique. If the partially ordered set (l itself has a least 

element, that ele ment is called the zero of a, and denoted .,la_ or ..JL; if 

a greatest element, that elern.ent is called the unit of {i and denot ed 

or V. 

If e lS a subset of a partially ord e r ed set a, then an eleme nt A € a 
called a lower b ound of C if A::; C for all C E: (,, and an element A E: a 
called an upper bound of l if C::; A for all C E: e. It is possible for a 

given proper subset L of 0. to have many lower and upper bounds in {l, 

but fl itself can hav e at most one low er bound and one upp e r b ou nd. For 

Q, if it exists, is its ze ro; and the upper bound, if it 

exists, is its unit. The zer o and unit of a are sometimes called the 

u,niversal bounds of Q. 

Let L be a given subset of a partially order ed set 0., and let 

be the collection of all the l ower bounds of l. The set ;/__mayor 

and if it is not empty, then it may or may not have a 

If /_ is n on-em pty, and does have a greatest el ement, 

then that e lement is calle d, quite naturally, the greatest l ower bound of 

l; it is af'so called the meet of the ele ments of L. Similarly, if the 

collecti on t( of all uppe r b ounds of C is non-empty and has a least elen1 ent, 

then that element is called the l east upp er bound of {, or the join of th e 

The notions of meet and join are of central i1nportance in lattice 

theory, and it may be worthwhile to rep eat their definitions in a less verbal 

way, repl acing th e set C with an indexed collection (A,,_,} y E:I' of ele ment s of 

a= The meet of a collect ion (A ] " is th e element A ::. {t , unique if it 
--- ?I ")/€ 1 

that A ::; Ay for all -yef' and B ::; l \ if B E: a is any other ele ment 

satisfyin g B $ L\-v for all Yt:f. The join of a collection { A t f' is the 
I ~ yfy ,: 
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element A e (1, unique if it exists, such that A.y :S: A for all ye:f and A ::; B 

if B s {l is any other element satisfying Ay :S: B for all y~ r. 

It should be borne in mind that the notions of meet and join are 

relative to a fixed partially ordered set Cl. For it is possible that a 

subset (: of a partially ordered set {}._ might also be a subset of a different 

partially ordered set (}J; in such a case, e might have, say, one meet in 

a different one in 8 -- or perhaps a meet in {}_ and no meet at all 

The symbol 11
/\

11 usually is used to denote a meet: the meet of 

is denoted by/\ f, , the meet of a collection {A
1
) yeI' of elements of 

denoted by/\ A or /\A , and the meet of a pair of elements A and B of 
'Y 'Y y 

(Q is denoted by AAB. The symbol "V" is used analogously for joins; one 

writes V (:,, VA or VA , and AVB. The similarity between this notation 
'Y 'Y 'Y 

~nd the notation for intersection and union in the the0ry of sets is justified 

py the fact that if {l is a collection of subsets of a given set and (1 is 

closed under the operations of union and intersection, then O is partially 

rdered by set inclusion and every collection [A } r of eler:nents of 
'Y y e 

a join, which are given by the intersection and union 

respecti:vely. 

A partially ordered set (1 is called a meet- s emilattice if every pair 

elements in ()_ have a meet in 0. Similarly, it is called a join-semilattice 

every pair of elements has a join, and simply a lattice if every pair 

elements has both a rneet and a join. 

It is easily deduced that meets and joins exist for all finite coll ec

of elements in a lattice. They need not exist, howe ve r, for infinite 

tions. A lattice for which they all do exist is said to be compl e te. 

finite lattice is necessarily complete. Actually, the existenc e of 1neets 
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or all collections of elements in a lattice implies the existence of joins 

&r all collections and hence implies completeness; similarly, the 

istence of joins for all collections implies completeness. 

If meets and joins exist for all countable collections of elements in 

lattice, then the lattice is said to be a-complete. Of course, a complete 

ttice is a-complete. The existence either of meets for all countable 

llections or of joins for all countable collections is sufficient to assure 

.. completeness. 

Notice that a complete lattice necessarily has universal bounds, for 

e meet of all the elements of the lattice will be the zero, and the join 

all the elements of the lattice will be the unit. 

If a partially ordered set has only one element, then that element 

ill be both the zero and the unit, but if the set has more than one element, 

en the zero and unit must be distinct if they both exist. It is easily seen 

at if J.. is the zero of a partially ordered set {l and A € (1 , then AA ..A 

Similarly if 1( if the unit of a and A e (}, then AA Y 

If A, B and C are elements of a lattice and BS C, then BVA S CVA 

A lattice is distributive if all triplets of elements A, B, C in the 

satisfy 
, ' 

(1) M(BVC) = (MB)V (MC) 

(2) AV~ BAC} - (AVB) A (AVC). 

either of rules (1) and (2) implies the other. They also imply 

rious infinite distributive laws. Among them: 
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A /\ ( V A ) = V (A /\ A ) 
'Y'Y 'Y y 

(V A ) /\ ( V Br.i) = V (A,,,/\ Br.i). 
a a ~ I-' ct,~ '"' "' 

equations are to be interpreted in the sense that if the left side 

the right, and the two are equal. 

If A and B are elements of a lattice with zero and unit and A/\B = ..A. 

nd AVB = Y, then B is called a complement of A. Complements in a 

istributive lattice are unique if they exist, the unique complement of 

. n element A being denoted by A. A ciistributive lattice with distinct 

ero and unit that includes complements for all its elements is called 

2. Boolean Alg ebras 

The definition of a Boolean algebra is based on the wh o le series 

concepts and definitions set forth in the preceding section. It is 

. ossible, though, to translate the definition into a list of conditions that 

Q of objects must satisfy in order to qualify as a Bool e an algebra: 

(1) Existence of a partial ordering: 0. must have an ordering 

that obeys the rules for partial orderin g s. 

(2) Existence of a zero: {P. must have an element that minorizes 

all the other elements. (Such an element is necessarily 

unique and is denoted JL.) 

(3) Existence of a unit: {P_ must have an element that majorizes 

all the other elements. (Such an element is necessarily 

unique and is denoted Y. ) 

(4) Non-identity of the zero and unit: .A and Y must be distinct. 
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(Equivalently, fl must have at least two elements.) 

(5) Existence of meets: For every pair of elements A and B 

in (}., there is a greatest element among those that 

minorize , them both. (This element is denoted by A/\B~ ,) 

(6) Existence of joins: For every pair of elements A and B 

in ()_, there is a least element among those that majorize , 

them both. (This element is denoted AVB.) 

(7) Distributivity: For any triplet of elements A, B and C 

in a, A/\(BVC) = (MB) V (MC) and AV (B/\C) = (AVB) /\ (AVC). 

(8) Existence of complements: For every element A there is 

an element B such that A/\B =..Jl and AVB = Y. (Such an 

element B is necessarily unique and is denoted A.) 

This list of conditions should enable us to decide whether our 

Boolean algebras of propositions II and "Boolean algebras of probability 

asses" really pass muster to qualify as Boolean algebras in the 

Consider first a "Boolean algebra of propositions, 11 I have been 

ing this term to refer to any non-empty collection of propositions that 

eludes the negation of each of its elements and the conjunction and dis -

ction of each pair of its elements. Such a collection does indeed satisfy 

e eight conditions listed above when it is partially ordered by implica

proposition is said to minorize another if and only 

it implies the other. The third rule £or partial orderings then 

rresponds to the fact that propositions are held to be identical when 

ey are logically equivalent. The zero and the unit are the impossible 

,d sure propositions, respectively; the meet and join of two propositions 
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are their conjunction and disjunction, respectively; and the complement 

of a proposition is its negation. The only one of the eight conditions that 

might cause any head-scratching is the requirement of distributivity, and 

careful thought will show it to be satisfied. So a nBoolean algebra of 

propositions" is indeed a Boolean algebra. 

Since a Boolean algebra of propositions (1 contains the conjunction 

disjunction of any pair of its elements, it also contains the conjunction 

disjunction of any finite number A 1 , •.. , An of its elements - - and of 

course the conjunction of the elements A 1 , ••. , An will be their meet in 

Q and their disjunction will be their join in {l_. It should be noted, 

\'%however, that a_ need not contain propositions corresponding to the 

·.·· logical conjunction or disjunction of any given infinite collection of its 

lements. If o_ does contain a proposition corresponding to the conjunction, 

say, of an infinite collection (A,) ysr of its elements, then that proposition 

rwould be the meet of the collection [A;) ,ysr . But if (}does not contain 

.· such a proposition, then the collection might not even have a meet - - and 

have a meet, that meet might not be the conjunction of the elements 

In short, finite meets and joins can always be interpreted as 

and disjunctions, respectively, but infinite ones cannot 

How about "Boolean algebras of probability masses"? Do they 

qualify as Boolean algebras in the mathematical sense? As it stands 

now, our notion of a Boolean algebra of probability masses is based 

erely on the intuitive idea that probability masses are pieces of an 

idealized substanced called our "probability" - - an ideali z ed substance 

hat may not even consist of points. But it is evident that this intuitive 
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idea readily £its with the eight conditions for Boolean algebras. The 

partial ordering is provided by setting AS B when eve r the probability 

mass A is part of th e larger probability mass B. The unit, of course, 

is the entire probability mass. The existence of a zero is not so 

pbvious: one might not at first contemplate a singl e probability mass 

that is part of all the others. But it is possible to invent a "null" 

probability mass and make it part of all the others by convention. The 

eet and join of two probability masses correspond intuitively to their 

;'intersection" and "union"; whilP, the complement of a given probability 

ss consists of precisely what is left over. The distributive laws are 

intuitively valid. 

There are a great many relations that are always satisfied by 

eets, joins and complements in a Boolean algebr a , · and I have taken 

ever al of them for g ranted in my discussions of Boole an algebras o f 

opositi ons and Boolean alg ebras of probability masses. 

Notice, for examp le, tha t for any tw o elements A and B of a 

BS A if and only if BAA =.l . For if BS A, then 

A nd if BA.A= J,, then 

(BAA) V (BAA) = _A_ V (B A A) = BA A. 

ut by the first distributive law, the l ef t - hand side of this equation is 

t;tual to BA (AVA)= BAY= B. So B = B /\ A, and h enc e BS A. If 

A A B = A, then A and B are said to be disjoint; hence the preceding 

~ct can be expressed by sayin g that B S A if and only if B and A are 

The quantity B A A is of ten written as B-A. 

If A, B, C ar e elements of a Bool ean algebra, A and B are disj oint 

C =AV B, then the expression "AV B " is call ed a disj oint pa rtition 
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of C. Notice that for any two elements A, B in a Boolean algebra, 

(A I\ B) V (A - B) is a disjoint partition of A. Notice also that if A V B 

is a disjoint partition of C and A = C, then B = Jt.. 
For any pair of elements A and B in a Boolean algebra, 

AVB=A/\B and A I\ B =AV B. 

These identities, and the analogous ones for meets and joins of any 

finite number of elements, are kno·wn as de Morgan's laws. 

Like a lattice, a Boolean algebra is called complete if it contains 

meets and joins .i:or all its subsets, even infinite ones. Complete 

Boolean algebras obey the infinite version of De Morgan's laws, to wit: 

VA = /\ A and 
'Y'Y 'Y'Y 

/\ A = 
'Y 'Y 

V Ay 
i' 

We will sometimes be interested in the weaker condition of 

a-completeness. A Boolean algebra is called a-complete, of course, 

if it contains meets and joins for all countable collections of its 

3. The Mappings of Lattice Theory 

Like any algebraic theory, the th eo ry of lattices and Boolean 

algebras gives a prominent role to mappings that preserve the structure 

of its objects. In this section, we will learn the names of some of these 

The simplest requirem en t in this context is that a mapping should 

preserve the structure of a semi-lattice. If u!._ and ,fJ are meet-semi

lattices, for example, then a mapping 8: {e~8 that obeys 

(1) 0(Al /\ Az) = 9(Al) /\ 9(Az) for all Al, Az in Cc 
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called a meet-morphism. Similarly, if () and rE are join-semilattices 

mapping 9: {l-+ Qs obeys 

(2) 9(A
1 

VA
2

) = 9(A
1

) V 9(A
2

) for all A
1

, A
2 

in a, 
called a join -morphism. We saw examples of meet-morphisms 

in the preceding chapter: an allocation of probability is a meet-morphism, 

•Wl ile a constraint mapping or an allowment is a join -morphism. 

Meet - morphisms and join-morphisms are both order-preserving, or 

in other words, they both necessarily obey the rule 

can be proven for a meet-morphism, for example, by using the fact 

hat Al\A
2 

= A
1 

whenever A
1 

:S A
2

, for one obtains 9(A
1

) = 9(A{\A
2

) = 

(A
1

)A9(A
2

), whence 9(A
1

) :S 9(A
2

) by the definition of meet. 

If (}_ and e are lattices, then a mapping 9: (j_----,. J3 is call e d a lattice 

homom or phism if it obeys both (1) and (2); i.e., if it is both a meet

orphism and a join-morphism. Finally, if U.and .f3 are Bool ea n al geb ras, 

en a mapping 9: (( --l>J5 is called a Boolean hom omo rphi sm if it obeys (1), 

(4) 9(A) = 9(A) for all A€ {l. 

n other words, a Boolean h omomo rphism is a lattice homomorphisn1 that 

reserves complements. It can easily be deduced frorn de J:vfo rgan 1 s law 

hat if a mapping betw ee n two Boolean algebras obeys (4) and one of (1) 

nd (2), then it must also obey the other. Hence in ord e r for a mapping 

•::etween two Boolean algebras to be a Boolean homom orphis m, it suffices 

lther for it to preserve complements and meets or for it to pr ese rve 

It is easily seen that a Boolean hom.omorphism 9: (}_-+ rJ!. also preserves 
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unit and the zero; i.e. , it obeys 

(5) 0(.A.o.) = JL£, 

( 6) 8(Yal = Ye-
( 5), for example, note that for any Ae 0,, e(JLa) = 9(AAA) = 

e(A)" e(A) = e(A)I\ e(Al =.As. 
A subset a of a Boolean algebra Q is called a subalgebra of {1_ 

0 

satisfies the following conditions: 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

Ja and Ya are in Lt. 
Ae {}_ for all Ae (1 • 

0 0 

A
1
AA

2 
and A

1 
VA

2 
are in (}

0 
for all pairs A 1, A 2 in Ct. 

usly, a subalgebra of a Boolean a lgebra is a Boolean algebra in its 

right, its partial ordering being that inherited from the larger Boolean 

It is evident from equations (1), (2), (4), (5) and (6) that if 

is a Boolean homomorphism, then the ima g ,e 9( {?) is a subalgebra 

If a Boolean homomorphism 9: a-G is one-to-one and onto, then it 

,s called an isomorphism onto$; it is easily verified that th e irw erse 

9 -l: (b-+ {f_ will then be an iso mo rphism onto(}... If a Boolean homomor

ism 9: {}_ ....;,..-63 is merely one-to-on e , it is called an isom o rphism into (jJ; 

n such a case 8 1 : (Q-!)-9( Q):A, .•.;..9(A) will be an isom orphism onto the imag e 

O(Q), considered as a Boolean algebra in its own right. An isomorphism 

into is sometimes called an embedding . 

If an ison1orphism onto exists between two Boolean algebras (land 

, then the two are said to be isom orp hic. Such an isomorphism onto 

ill necessari ly preserve arbitrary meets and joins. For exampl e, if 

A } rand A are elements of(} , A = AA and 9: {l-+ if? is an iso1norphi sm 
Y ye ~ 

nto, then I\ 9(Ay) will exist in 6J and w ill be equal to 9(A). This will not 
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necessarily be true, though, if 9 is merely an isomorphism into. 

If {l and 63 are both complete Boolean algebras, then a Boolean 

homomorphism 0: a ➔ d3 is called complete if it pres er ves arbitrary 

and joins i.e., if 

(7) 

( 8) 

0(/\Ay) = I\ 9(Ay) 

0(VAY) = V 9(A,,) 

r all collections (A'Y} of elements of {J.. 

A subalgebra (J of a complete Boolean algebra (} is said to be a 
0 

·••• complete subalgebra if it includes meets and joins br arbitrary collections 

of its elements. A complete su balgebra is obviously a complete Boolean 

The image of a complete Boolean homomorphism is a complete 

Similar statements can be made for a-completeness: a subalgebra 

a CT-complete Boolean algebra is called CT-complete if it is closed under 

countable meets and joins; a Boolean h omomo rphism bet ween two 

(]-complet e Boolean algebras is called a-complete if it preserves countable 

ets and joins; and the image of a a-c omp lete Boolean homomorphism is 

u-complet e subalgebra. 

4. Filters and Ideals in B oo l ean Alg ebras 

Filters and ideals are subsets of Boolean alg ebras that ha ve certain 

closure properties. They play an im portan t role in the general theory of 

:Boolean algebras, and they will play an equally important role in our theory. 

They are so cl ose ly related that in a certain sense it would suffice to study 

or the other, but it is more satisfyi ng to l earn about them both 
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A filter in a Boolean alg ebra (} is a subset F of () that satisfies 

(a) If Ae F and AS B, th en Be F. 

(b) If AeF and Be F, then AAS€ F. 

(c) VeF. 

assures that a filt e r cannot be empty. An id e al in a Boolean 

a is a subset I of {] that satisfies 

(a) If Ae I and BS A, then Be I. 

(b) If Ae I and Be I, then AVBe I. 

(c) ..A.er. 

ctually, we already encountered filters and ideals in Chapter 2. Inde e d, 

glance at the definition of a constraint relation is that chapter will rev ea l 

the collection of all the prop os itions to which a given probability mass 

constrain e d is a filter, while the c ollec tion of all the probability masses 

onstrained to a give n proposition is an ideal. 

If A is any element of a Boolean algebra a, th e n th e subs et (A I IA I s a, 
:s: A'} of (1 is a filter, while th e subset [A' IA' € a, A' :s: AJ is an ideal. 

filter or id eal of this form is called principal. It can easi ly be shown 

at any ideal or filter in a finite Boolean algebra must be principal. 

ii, 
example, that F is a filter in a finite Bool e an algebra (j. 

Ak be the elements of F. Th en it follows fr om (b) i n the 
k k 

definition of filt er that /\ A.€ F. 
i= I · 

1 

definition of filter, if . k
1 

A. SA 

But /\ A. :S: A . for all i, and by (a) in 
i = 1 1 1 

k 1= 1 
for some A € a , then A e F. Hence 

(A!Ae(LA A.SA}. 
i= I l 

The only subset of a Bool ean al ge bra {j that is both an ideal and a 

is a itself. An ideal or filter which is not equal to a is called a 

It is evident th a t an ideal in ()_ is proper if and only 

not contain V, while a filt er in {/ is proper if 1.nd only if it do es 
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contain .A. 
A filter F in a Boolean algebra a is called an ultrafilter if (i) F is 

and (ii) there is no other proper filter F' in {1 such that Ff F' and 

A filter F in a Boolean algebra {f_ is an ultrafilter if and only 

if for every element Ae a._ exactly one of the pair A, A is in F. 

Proof: (i) Suppose that for each AeQ, the filter F contains exactly 

one of the pair A, A. Then 7/e F and Y = .A. t F, so F is proper. 

and if F' is a filter such that F =I= F' and FCF', there m.ust be an 

element AeF 1 such that A¢ F. So A will be in F, whence A€ F 1 and 

AAA =A€ F'. Hence F' will not be proper. So F is an ultrafilter. 

(ii) Now let us suppose that for some Ae {1, F does not contain 

exactly one of the pairs A, A and deduce that Fis not an ultrafilter. 

We must consider the case where F contains both A and A, and the 

case where it contains neith e r. If it contains both, then it would 

contain AAA =J\ and h en ce would not be proper. If it contains n e ither, 

on the other hand, then the filter F' = {A' !AAB :$ A' for some Be F} 

satisfies F-:::/= F' and FCF', for F' contains both A and F. Furthennor e , 

F' is proper. For if J. € F, then there exists some BeF such that 

AAB = J , or B :$ A, but this would contradict the assumption that 

A ¢ F. So F is contained in a larger proper filter and hence is not 

an ultrafilter. 

The notions of completeness can also be applied t o filters and ideals. 

r example, an ideal in a a-complete Boolean algebra is called a a-id ea l 

contains VA whenever it contains each element of a countable collection y 
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(A } Similarly, an ideal in a cmnplete Boolean algebra is called . "I 'VSr· 
a complete id eal if it contains VA whenever it contains eac h element 

')I 

of an arbitr ary collection [A ,-} r It is easily seen that an ideal in 
. 'Y. ')IE: • 

a compl e t e Boolean algebra is complete if and only if it is principal. 

5. Zorn's Lemma 

In this section, I will state Zorn's lemma and us it to deduce some 

useful facts about Boolean algebras. Being equivalent to the principle 

of transfinit e induction, Zorn's l enuna is somewhat controversial among 

students of the . foundations of mathematics, but it is generally accept e d 

c1.s a working tool. A proof of Zorn's lemma can be found on pp. 62-65 

Halmos I Nai ve Set Theory. 

In order to state Zorn I s le mma , we need the notions of a chain 

of a maximal ele1nent in a parti a lly ordered set. A maxima l element 

a partially ordered set is an el e ment which is not a subelement of any 

other element. A unit in a partially ordered set is necessarily maximal, 

but a maximal element need not be a unit. A chain in a partially order ed 

et is a non- empty subs et, any two elemen t: A, B of 

rA :5BorB:5A . 

whi ch satisfy 

Zorn's Lemma. If every chain in a partially ordered set has 

an upper bound, then that parti ally ordred set has at l east one 

maxim a l eleme nt. 

The two following theore ms seem to require th e use of Zorn's lem1na 

their proof. 
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If Fis a proper filter in a Boolean algebra {1, then Fis 

contained in some ultrafilter in {]. 

Proof: Let ) = [F' IF' is a proper filter in@; FCF' l, and let J 
be partially ordered by set inclusion. Notice that any maximal 

element of ,,J is an ultrafi1ter. Hence we need only show that d' 
has a maximal element. Let I{ be any chain in<d, Then it is 

easily seen that LJ}( is a filter, and it is proper, for it does not 

contain Jl. Hence 
, ,•JI 
u /\.. is in J and is an upper bound for the 

chain 'K. Thus every chain in J has an upper bound, and by Zorn's 

lemma, ) has a maximal element. ~ 

If A is a non-zero element of a Boolean algebra a, then A lS 

contained in some ultrafilter of {1. 

Proof: A is contained in the proper filter F = ·[A' IA$ A']. ~ 

Suppose a is a Boolean algebra and CC o. Then there 

exists a subset /JC a such that (i) t, is disjoint, (ii) for each 

there exists C .such that D::; C, and (iii)lJ and e hav e 

the same set of upper bounds. 

Proof: Set J = [ r It Ca; tis disjoint; and for each E € r 
there exists CE: e such that E $ C}, and partially ord e r j by 

set inclusion. If J is a chain in J, then it is easily seen that 
0 

U /2 
0 

is in .J; and U,,J will be an upper bound for J in ,,J. So 
0 0 

every chain in j has an upper bound, and by Zorn's lem 1na J ha s 

at least one maximal element. Let f) be such a maxim a l element 

of J. Then it is evident that (i) [j is disjoint, (ii) for each De:[) 

there exists an element CE: e such that D :s; C, and (iii) any upper 

bound of G is an upper bound for ,D. 
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The proof will be complete if we can show that any upper 

bound A for J) is an upper bound for e. Consider any element 

Ce f_ and note that C-A will be disjoint from all the element s of 

!J. The set j)LJ(C-AJwillthereforebein). But JJisalready 

a maximal element of J. Hence C-A must already be in fJ, and 

this is possible only if C-A 

is an upper bound for e. 
- A - Jl • It follows that C :$ A. 

6. Fields of Sub sets 

Hence A 

I used the notion of a field of subsets extensively in the preceding 

chapters, and I often switched back and forth between the notions of a 

field of subsets and the notion of a Boolean algebra of propositions. In 

particular, I often used three facts: (i) any field of subsets is a Boolean 

algebra under the partial ordering by set inclusion; (ii) any finite 

Boolean algebra is isomorphic to the field of all subsets of some finite 

set; (iii) any Boolean algebra, whether finite or not, is isomorphic to 

some field of subsets of some set. No w that we have a mathen1atical 

definition for the notion of a Boolean algebra, w e can verify the se thre e 

A non-empty collection ~ of subsets of a non-empty set J is called 
,...,., 

a field of subsets of .~ if wh e never J1 contains tw o sets A and B , it also 

contains their union, their intersection, and their set-theoretic comple

In particular, it must cont a in some subs e t A of ,<j , th e comple

•· ment A of A, their intersection AnA, \vhich is the empty set r/J, a nd th e ir 

union AUA, which is J itself. A given non- empty set J will have, of 

course, many different possible fields of subsets, rangi ng from the t wo -
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element field [6, J J to the field that includes all the subsets of) . This 

latter field of subsets of J is called the power set of J, and I will denote it 

byf( .J). 

It is easily verified that the binary relation "~" between a field of 

subsets 'J and itself defined by "A::;B if an only if ACB" is a partial 

ordering. Furthermore, 'J' is a Boolean algebra under this partial 

ordering, the Boolean complement of an element being its set-theoretic 

complement, the meet of two elements being their intersection, the join 

of two elements being their union, the zero being 6, and the unit being J. 
The meet and join of any finite collection of elements will also be th eir 

intersection and union, respectively; but the same is not necessarily 

true of infinite collections. If the intersection, say, of a given infinite 

er c( 
collections of elements of d1 is in -d' , then it will certainly be the meet 

of that collection; but otherwise the collection may hav e some other 

lement of 7 as its meet, or may not even have a meet in f. 
The ass e rtion that any Boolean algebra is isomorphic to a field 

of subsets is called the Stone Repr ese ntati o n The orem . 

Let 0, be a Boolean algebra, let 1 be the set of ultrafilters 

in Q, and for each A€()_, let f(A) be the subset of /2 consisting of 

all the ultrafilters in J that contain A, i.e., set f(A) "' [FI F € J, As F 1. 

Denote by (8 the collection of all subsets S of J such that S ;:.;: f(A) 

for some AdJ... Then~ is a field of subsets of .J and th e rn.apping 

f: (1➔ rf3 :A~f(A) is an isomorphism. 

Proof: It is easily verified that f()\.11) = 6 and f(VQ) = .J . In ord e r to 

show that f preserves meets, we can use the fact th a t a filter in a 
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Boolean algebra contains both of a given pair of elements if and only 

if it contains their meet. Hence if A I' A 2 E: {l, then 

£(A
1

)n£(A
2

) = [FIFeJ, A
1 

e F} n[FIFe J, A 2 e: F} 

= [FIF e:.J, A 1 e;F, A 2 e;F} 

= [F IF E:), Al /\ A2 E: F} 

= £(A 1 /\ A2). 

In order to show that f also preserves complements, it is necessary 

to use the fact that the filters in J are ultrafilters. This means that 

given any A E: (t, a filter F in J contains exactly one of the pair A and 

A. Hence 

I(A) = [FjFe;J, AeF} = [FjFe), Ai F} 

= (FIFE; j' A E: F} = f(A) . 

It follows easily by de Morgan's laws that f also preserves joins. For 

if A l , A 2 e Q, then 

f(AlvA.2) = f(Al/\A2) = f(Al/\Az) = f(Al)(lf(Az) = f(Al:('~(Az) 

= f(A l) Uf(A 2 ). 

These formulae prove in particular that J5 is a field. For if 

Sis in J3, then there is an element A e {J;_ such that S = f(A) and hence 

S = f(A) is also in J3. And if S l' s 2 E: 8, then there exist Al' A 2 e a 
such that s

1 
= f(A

1
) and S

2 
= f(A

2
), so that s 1us 2 = f(A 1 vA 2 ) and 

s
1
ns

2 
= f(A

1 
AA

2
) are also in fl. 

Since Bis a field and therefore a Boolean algebra, and since 

f preserves everything in sight, f is a Boolean homorphism. By the 

definition of 65, f is onto, hence it only remains to show that f is 

one-to-one. 

In order to show that f is one-to-one, it is necessary to 

consider arbitrary elements A
1

, A 2 s Lt such that A 1 c:f--A2 and prove 
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that f(A
1

) =I=-f(A
2

). In other words, one must show that there is 

some ultrafilter in ) that contains exactly one of the pair A 1, A 2 . 

But since A 
1 

=/=-A
2

, at least one of the relations A 1 ::; A 2 and A 2 :s; A 1 

does not hold. We can assume that A 
1 

::; A 2 does not hold. In that 

case, A / \A
2 

=!=-l . Hence, by the theorem proven in section 5, 

there must be at least one ultrafilter in (l that contains A/ ,A 2 . If 

Fis such an ultrafilter, then F contains A 1, for A 1tA 2 ::;A 1• But F 

cannot contain A
2

, for it contains A
2

. So F contains exactly one of 

the pair A 1, A 2 . 

The set _J is often called the Stone space of the Boolean algebra(}. 

otice that the isomorphism f does map all finite meets and joins into the 

rresponding finite intersections and unions. It need not, however, take 

finite m.eets and joins into the corresponding infinite set-theoretic 

tersections and unions. 

The construction used in the S tone Representation Theorem can also 

e used to prove that a finite Boolean algebra is isomorphic to the field of 

subsets of some set. 

Let 0, be a finite Boolean algebra and let J and iJ3 be as in the 

preceding th eorem . Tl{en (13 is the field of all sub sets of J 
Proof: Let F be an element of J. Then F is an ultrafilter in (}_ 

Since {l is finite, F must be a principal filter; in o th er words, there 

must be a unique A€ a such that F = {A I I ACA f }. Since F is an 

ultrafilter, there cannot be any non-zero element B of 0 satisfying 

BCA, B =f:-A. For if there were such an element, then the proper 

filter [A' I BCA' } would properly contain F. It follows that F is the 
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is the only proper filter containing A; in particular, it is the only 

ultrafilter containing A, and hence f(A) = ~F }, and [F} e (B • 

Since we took F to be an arbitrary element of J, it follows 

that every one-element subset of J is in (/J. 

it follows that all subsets of ) are in 63. 

Since ,J is finite, 

Notice that ) is in a one-to-one correspondence with the set 

of all non-zero elements of a that are not majorized by any other 

non-zero elements. These elements were called the atomic elements 

of 0. in our earlier discussions. 

It should also be noted that when a lS finite the existence of an ultra

containing any given proper filter cai be proven by induction, so that 

e preceding theorem, unlike the Stone Representation theorem, does not 

ally depend upon Zorn's lemma. 

A field of sub sets is called a r,-field if it includes the intersection 

the union of any countable collection of its elements. Such intersections 

unions will of course be the meets and joins for such collections, so 

a-field will be a a-complete Boolean algebra. Actually, the inclusion of 

r all such intersections or of all such unions is sufficient to imply the 

clusion of the other. 

7. Closure Properties 

A property of subsets of a set } is called a closure property if (i) 

has a property, and (ii) any intersection of subsets having the given 

rty itself has the property. Suppose that 11being an X'' is a closure 

roperty for subsets of a set /2. 
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Then if C is any given subset of J, the collection of all X's containing 

C is not empty, for ,J itself is an X that contains C. The intersection of 

all the X's containing C is also an X containing C in fact it is the least 

X containing C, in the sense that it is contained in any other X containing 

C. Hence whenever "being an X" is a closure property for subsets of ✓-f 

and Cc), one may speak of the smallest X containing C, or of the X 

generated by C. 

There are several closure properties that will interest us in this 

essay. First, the property of "being an ideal" is a closure property for 

subsets of a Boolean algebra (}.. Hence we may speak of the smallest 

' ideal containing any given subset of /J, or of the ideal generated by that 

In fact, the ideal generated by a non-empty subset f. C (f is 

[AIA E: ~ and A sA
1 

v ... V An for some finit _e collection A 1, ... , 
of elements of e, ]. In particular, the ideal generated by the singleton 

(A}is given by [A'IA'dt, A' :s;A}. 

Secondly, the property of being a filter is also a closure property 

subsets of a Boolean alg e bra. The filter gen e rated by a non-e1npty 

subset f of a Boolean algebra a is given by (AIAE: a and All\. .. AAn$A 

some finite collection A
1

, ... , An of elem.ents of C, }. 

Thirdly, the property of being a subalgebra is a closure property 

subsets of a Boolean algebra. The subalgebra generated by a non

empty subset L of a Boolean algebra a consists precisely of all those 

elements A of (1 of the fonn 

A=(Al lA ... AAl )v(A2 lA ... AA2 )v ... v(A 1A ... AA ), , ,r
1 

, ,r s, s,r 
s s 

where for each m, n either A E: (, or A E: C . Similarly, the 
m, n m, n 

property of being a complete subalgebra is a closure prop er ty for subsets 

of a con.1.plete Boolean algebra. 
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Finally, the property of b e ing a field of subsets of the set j is a 

osure property for subsets of the power set fLS ). Hence we may speak 

:f the field of subsets of J generated by any collection of subsets of .J. 
he property of being a a-field of subs ets of J will also be a closure 

roperty for subsets of the po we r set fl( J). 

8. Quotients of Boolean Algebras 

This section is devoted to the notion of dividing a Boolean algebra 

an ideal. 

If A and :S are t wo elements in a Boolean algebra {}_, th e n the element 

- B) V (B - A) = (AVB) - (A/\B) is called the symm e tric diff e rence of 

then 

is d enot e d A.6.B. Notice that if A, B, and C ar e e lements of 

A AC = (A AC) /\ (B VB) 

= (AA B/\ C)V (A /\ B A C) V (A/\ B A C) V (A /\ Bf\ C) 

s; (B /\ C) V (A /\ B) V (A t, B) V (B /\ C) 

= (A AB) V (B AC). 

Suppos e we fi x a proper ideal I in (} an d write "A r:::: B 11 w henever A and 

are in a and A AB € I. Then th e r elation 11r::::11 is a equivale n ce relation 

'r elements of 0. In other wo rds, it is reflexive, symmetric and transitive: 

(i) If Af- (}, then A AA =l. € I an d Ar:::: A. 

(ii) IfA ::::;B, thenB::::;A. 

(iii) If A ::::; Band B::::; C, th en A AC s; (A AB) V (B AC); 

A AC E: I and A ~ C. 

The set o f equivalence class es induced by this equ i valence relation 
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called the quotient of (}. by I and denoted Q /I. In other words, 

a /I = { (BIB E: a and B :;:;;: A} I A E: (]. } • 

It is convenient to denote by [A] the equivalence class 

(BI BE: a and B :;:;;: A } . 

A binary relation 11:s; " between O /I and itself can be defined by 

setting s
1 

:s; s
2 

whenever s
1

, s
2 

E: (1 /I and there are elements A 1 ss 1 and 

A
2
ss

2 
such that A

1 
$ A

2
• It is straightforward but tedious to verify that 

a partial ordering and that it makes (1. /I into a 

Boolean algebra. 

Furthermore, the mapping 

f: (Q --1- fJJI : A,_,... [A] 

a Boolean homon10rphism. It is onto, of course, and it is called the 

canonical homomorphism of (] onto 0. /I. Notice in particular that the 

of (1/I is I = UaL while the unit of (}_ /I is [Ya]. 

When {e_ is a Boolean algebra of propositions, the quotient 0. /I 

s an epistemic interpretation. Suppose, indeed, that one first contemplates 

Ct without knowing whether any given propositions in it are true or false, 

except for -Y-and .A, which one knows to be true and false, respectively, 

Suppose further that one then learns that all the pro po s itions in a given 

proper ideal I are also false. When this happens, one can regard all the 

propositions in I as "logically equivalent" to the impossible proposition 

And we can say even rnore. If A, B E: {}. , then one of the pair A, B can 

be false and the other true only if A b.. B is true. Hence if A b.. B is in I, 

the knowledge that all the propositions in I are false tells one that A is true 
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if and only if B is true - - i.e. , A and B become logi ca lly e quivalent. In 

general, then, the k nowledge that all th e propositions in I are false leads 

one to regard all the propositions in any given equival en ce class as 

logically equivalent. Identifying propositions that are now seen as 

equivalent then amounts to replacing the Boolean algebra {j_ by the Boolean 

algebra G. /I. 

Of course, one might learn that the set J of propositions is false, 

where Jc{) but J is not an ideal. In this case, the falsity of the propositions 

in J would imply the falsity of all the propositions that imply some 

proposition in J or the disjunction of s ome finite collection of propositions 

But this latt er collection of propositions, I = {Al A :SA 1 V ••• V An 

r some finite collection A 
1

, ..• , An of elements of J J, is the ideal 

enerated by J. Hence the total collection of proposi~i o ns learned to be 

lse will be an ide al , and the preceding analysis will apply. An important 

pecial case occ urs whe n J is a singl eton {A}; in tbis case, I i s the 

principal ideal generated by A. 

We will often be interested, of course, in the ca se where fl= 1' ( j) 
r some set J , and the propositi ons all concern the tru e value of some 

arameter that tak es values in J . In this case, the id e al I usually arises 

y the discovery that the true value is in some subset JC ,J. The ideal I 
0 

of propositions l ea rned to be false by virtue of such a discovery is precisely 

principal id e al generated by J
0

, and a /I w ill be isomorph i c to -F( J ). 
0 

In Chapters 4 and 7, we will s tudy another applic a ti on o f tbe notion 

a quotient of a Boolean algebra by an ideal, this tim e to the case of a 

oolean algebra of probability mass es . 

I will conclude this section with two theorerns, on e with a proof a nd 
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the other without. 

Theorem. Suppose {f is a a-complete Boolean alg ebra and I is a proper 

a-ideal of (). Then (}_ /I is a-complete, and the canonical 

Boolean homom orp hism 

f: (1 ~ rJ;r: A~[A] 

is a-complete. 

Proof: The a-completeness of both a /I and f follows from the 

following fact: If A
1

, A
2

, ..• · is a sequence of elements of O, then 

ha8 a J
0

oin i?:1 (1/I, and in fact V[A.] = rvA.]. To 
l - l 

prove this fact, note first that by the monotonicity of the Boolean 

homomorphism f, [A.] $ [VA.] for all i. Hence we need only prove 
1 · 1 

that if [A.]$ [B] for all i, then [ VA.] $ [B]. But since th e Boolean 
1 1 

homomorphism f preserves differ ences , [A.]$ [B] mean s that 
l 

.A.= [A.] - [B] = [A. - B], whence A. - B E: I for each i. But I is a 
1 l 1 

a-ideal, so V(A . - B) = (VA . - B) E: I. Hence _},_= f(V A. - B) 
1 1 1 

= [VA. - B] = [VA.] - [B], or [VA.] :s; [B]. v/7.?J 
l 1 1 tzLL.,j 

he Loomis -Sikorski Re res entation Th eorem . For every a -comp lete 
_.,,, 

Boolean algebra a there exists a a-fi e ld of sets J, and a a-ideal I 

of J-such that C£ is isom orph ic to 'Ji;r. 

Proofs of this theorem can be found in Sikorski (p. 117), Birkhoff 

255), or in Balmos' Lectures (p. 102). 
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9. Independent Sums of Boolean Al ge br as 

Suppose A
1

, ... , An are subalgebras of a Bool ean algebra (}_. 

Then these n subalgebras are said to be independ ent if 

A
1 

/\ ... /\ An =l=A 

whenever A. Z {e . and A. =I= JL for each i, i = 1, ... ' n. When 
1 1 1 

is a Boolean algebra of propositions, this notion corresponds to the 

intuitive idea of logical independence. Indeed, two sub a l ge bras 0
1 

and lj 2 will be independent if and only if a non-sur e proposition in 

one of thern is never i1nplied by a non-impossible propositio lL in the 

other. And more generally, n subalgebras . /J 1, ... , (} are 
n 

independ e nt if and only if a non- sur e proposition in one of them is 

never implied by the conjunction of non-impossible propositions from 

the others. 

Some of the implications of independence are developed by the 

follo,vin g propositions. 

Theor em . Suppose Q l and 0
2 

are independent subalgebras of 

a Boolean algebra 0.. Suppose Al, Al 
I 

e al, ,Az, A2 1 e (}_ 2' 

and J... =I= A '/\A 1 < A I\ A Then A
1

1:S A
1 

and A
2

1 $ A
2

• 1 2 - 1 2· 

Proof: 

A I /\ A I = [ (A I /\ A ) V (A I - A )] I\ A ' 
l 2 1 l l l 2 

=[(A 1
1 /\A )/\A 1JV[(A '-A )/\A'] 

l 2 l l 2 

is a disjoint partition. But A ' I\ A ' = (A ' I\ A ') /\ A 
l 2 1 2 l 

= (A '/\A )/\A I l l 2 . So (A 1
1 

- A
1

) /\ A
2

1 =.l. Hence, by 

indep en d ence , A 
1

1 -A 1 =1. ThismeansA
1

1 sA
1

. 

Similarly, A ' SA 
2 2· 
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Corollary. Suppose O l and 0
2 

are independent subalgebras of a 

Boolean algebra Q. Suppose As (l, A=/= _A, and A= A 1
1 AA 2

1 = A 1AA2 , 

where Al' Al IE: al' and AZ' Az' E: az. Then Al= Al I and 

AZ·= Az '· 

Corollary. Suppose 0.
1 

and 0
2 

are independent subalgebras of a 

Boolean algebra ()_, that Al, Al' s (), that AZ, A2 1 s (l 2' and 

that l=I= A I /\ A I <A /\ A 
1 2 1 2· 

either A
1

<A 1
1 or A

2 
<A 2

1
• 

Theorem. Suppose (}.
1 

and {P 
2 

are independent subalgebras of () 

and generate (j_. Suppose A
0 

E: 0, A E: {)I' B E: 0 2 , and _A_=/= 

A <AI\ B. Then there exists an integer s :2: 1 and elements 
0 

A
1

, ••• , As E: CT l and elements B 1, ••• , Bs E:; {J... 2 such that 

A. $ A and B. $ B for i = 1, ... , s, and 
l l 

A = (Al /\ Bl) V • , • V (A /\ B ) 
0 S S 

Proof: Since (1 is generated by al U {£ 2 , the 

must, by section 7, be of the form 

(1) 

element A 
0 

A 
0 

I\ .. • I\ Al ) V (A
2 

l /\ . . . /\ AZ ) V • .. V 
, 1i ' 'r2 

where for each m, n either A E: (]! 
1 

U Q
2 

or A E: 0
1
·u 02 • m,n n,,n 

And since O 
1 

and {j 
2 

are subalgebras, this means that A n,ust 

be of the form (1 ). Since we may assume that the A. /\ B. are non-
1 l 

zero, the fact that the A. :5 A and the B. $ B follows from the 
. l l 

preceding theorem. [½'/,@] 
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Theorem. Suppose A
1 

s(}
1

, A
1 

=I=-.A, and A
2

, A
2

' E: () 2 , where 

a l and {) 
2 

are independent subalgebras of (}. And suppose 

that A 1 I\ A 2 :5:A2 '. /T hen A 2 :5:Az'· 

Proof: If A
1 

/\ A
2 

$ A ', then A /\ A /\Ar 
2 1 2 2 =.JL, whence 

A2 I\ A2' = )\.. ' or A2 $ A2 '. 

Theorem. Suppose A
1

, A~ E: a l and A
2

, A
2

1 E: Q 
2

, where fl l and 

(1 
2 

are independent subalgebras of (}, And suppose that A
1 

/\ A
2 

sA
1

' v A
2 

'. Then A
1 

:5:A
1

' or A
2 

:5:A
2 

'. 

Proof: (A
1 

/\A
2

) /\Al' $ (A
1

' V A
2

1
) /\A

1
' $ Az', Hence 

(A
1 

/\A
1 

') /\ A
2 

:5:A
2

1
• So by the preceding theorem, either 

A 1 /\ A
1

' =.A and A
1 

$Al', or A
2 

$ A
2

1
• ~ 

Now suppose we have a collection Lf l' ... , {) of Boolean 
n 

algebras and th a t we conceive of th em in th e first inst ance as havin g 

nothing to do with each other, Then we might still wish to think of 

them as ind e p endent subalgebras of some larger Boolean algebra. If, 

for exampl e , they are Boolean algebras of propositio ns , each dealing 

with a different subject, then we might wish to embed them in an 

overall Boolean algebra of propositions w hich would a lso con tain 

propositions of the form (1) -- propositions dealing with 1nore than one 

subject at a time. 
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Abstractly, what would it mean to embed the Boolean algebras 

(} l' ... , (}__ n as independent subalgebras of a larger algebra (}? 

Well, one would require a collection of isomorphisms f1, ..• , fn such 

that for each i, i = 1, ... , n, £. is an isomorphism of {)_ into 0_; and 
1 1 

one would require that the images f 
1 

( {}. 
1

), ••• , fn ( (}. n) should be 

independent subalgebras of {}. 

Now we might carry out such an embedding and then find out that 

the algebra f1. is larger than it needs to be. In other words, the sub

algebra of O generated by f 
1 

( (J 
1

) U ..• Ufn ( (1 n) might be a proper 

subalgebra of (}. If this occurs, though, we can replace {) by that 

proper subalgebra and still have an embedding - - one which would now 

be "minimal''. This leads us to the following definition: 

Definitinn. Surpose {fl'.; . , 0 ,fJ are Bool e an algebras a nd 
n 

that for ea ch i, i ·= 1, ... , n, £.: a --o 1 1 · 
is an is omorphis1n 

into. Suppose furt her that f
1 

( (}_ 
1 

), .•• , f ( (} ) are independ en t n - n 

subalgebras of () and thatf
1

( (J 
1

)u ... Ufn( (} n) gener a tes 0 . 
Then (f

1 
, .•. , f • n' 

(}_ ) is call e d an independ e nt sum of 0 l' ... ' 

As is turns out, an independ en t sum of ... , {1 a lways 
n 

(See Sikorski, pp. 40-41. ) Furthermor e , all such independent 

sums are isomorphic, in th e sense that for any two of them, say 

• • ·' fn, (} ) a nd (fl 
1

, ••• , f ', (1 ') there is a n isomorphism h of 
n 

a onto {} ' such that f.' = ho f. for each i, i = 1, ... , n. 
1 1 

Hence th e 

independ e nt sum of a collection of Boolean algebras is esse ntially unique. 
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When the Boolean algebras are thought of as Boolean algebras of 

propositions this uniqueness is reassuring, for each element of the 

independent sum is given an intuitive interpretation by formula (1 ). 

Often, of course, each of the Boolean algebras Q . is conceived 
l 

of as a field of subsets of some set J . . In this case, the sum can be 
l 

thought of as a field of subsets of the Cartesian product J = J 
1 

x •.. 

x J . Indeed, the isomorphisms f. are defined by f. (A) = ) 1 x ••• x n l l 

~ i-1 x Ax j i+l x ••• J n' and the sum {f is then the field of subsets 

of j generated by the collection f
1 

( (j 
1

) v ... Ufn({l n). 

In general, I will denote by {}_ 
1 

(} ... @ 0 n the independent sum 

of the collection 0.l' ... , {}_ . Properly speaking, the Boolean 

algebras a_ l' 

of {j 
1 

GJ ••• 

n 

... , (l will only be isomorphic to independent subalgebras 
n 

El) (} • 
n 

But I will often speak of them as if they actually 

Were subalgebr as of {t l E!J~ . • • GJ {In. This practic e is often quite 

convenient and do es not seem to cause confusion. 




